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Administrators concerned by rise in GPAs

year, ovefet&lf the student body had an
'n the aforementioned range.
*«s
SwWrhis inflation jJ|jteern is consistent with
Boston College has joined a number of eolnational averages.
to a datlrjaSe
jes experiencing an increase in the average
compiled by Stuart Rojstaczer, a professor of
udent's grades over the last 20 years, recent
environmental science at Duke University, from
1992 to 2007, the average
The Office ofthe Provost reported that, at
private four-year universities across the nation
L993-1994, 32 percent of students had
rose from 3.0 to 3.3, and that of public universilulative GPAs in the A/A- range. In 2000,
ties rose almost as steeply. All reported Jesuit
ades had risen such that 45 percent of stuuniversities show marked increases that parallel
nts were in the A/A- range. In the 2007-2008
the trend at BC.
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rade inflation is not just an occurrcnce.dilP'
the past 20 years. Across the ChatlesJßarMK
University's average GPA has risen frSH %4®%i j
WB9 to 3.45 in 2005.
These higher grades have correlate with
her test scores of meomijjgjreshrnen*The
Office of the Provost reported that the rise in
median GPA has been greater than the rise in
SAT scores, however. IL
While students may not actively vocalize concerns about grade inflation, it can pose an issue
for University administrators. "Because BC has

t

not yet added grades above A, what we are confronting is a grade compression problem,'' said
Donald Hairier, vice provost for undergraduate
affairs. "When instructors give virtually all thenstudents only As and A-'s. they deprive students
ofa clear and honest appraisal of whether students are making appropriate progress in their

edueation."

The current system has the potential to stifle
incentive for students, said William Petri, associ-
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UGBC referendum passed in
support of contract negotiation
Labor union's negotiation to continue today, with UGBC Senate support
By Molly LaPoint

Heights Staff

UGBC Senators reached a vote Wednesday night to support local SEIU workers on campus.

INSIDE
SPORTS

Men's hockey vanquishes BU to
win Beanpot, AlO
THE SCENE

Although Jesuit ideals are important, sometimes they have
applied internally first, said Bryan Levya, co-sponsor of
the resolution and A&S '10. "We always advertise being men
and women for others," he said, "but sometimes we have to
focus on being men and women for ourselves."
Levya said he decided to help draft the petition because of
the debate the issue inspired. "We want to recognize that it is
a student concern," he said. "We've seen the Facebook groups
and we've gotten the e-mails."
An important part of the UGBC's involvement, Levya said,
is to refrain from taking sides. "We don't want to be against the
University, we want to work with them to find a solution," he
said. "We want a student voice in negotiations."
Levya hopes the student voice will provide an objective view
to help negotiations continue, he said. "I don't think BC means
harm," he said. "When you're involved in a solution you often
lose sight of things. We hope we can help guide them."
The resolution, which passed in an 11-4 vote, did not have
full support. Mike Joyce, A&S '12, abstained from the vote. "I
don't think it's enough of an answer that parties need to negotiate in good faith," he said. "Where do we go from here if this
is our resolution? We're not in a good position, but we need to
propose a solution."
Tyler Schenk, CSOM '12, expressed a similar viewpoint.
"It's a good step, but it's not doing something," he said. "It
must be something more forceful. We need to say that we're
doing something."
Scott Jelinek, vice president of the Senate and A&S TO,
believes this is a good step, but that the contract will continue
to be discussed at future meetings. "I definitely think it's a step
in the right direction, but we could have made it stronger," he
said. "We want to be involved in decision making." \u25a0
to be

The Undergraduate Government ofBoston College (UGBC)
Senate passed a resolution last night supporting continuing
contract negotiations between the University and the members
of the Local 615 chapter of the Service Employees International
Union (SEIU). The resolution emphasized the impact of contract changes on students.
The 270 facilities workers have been negotiating with BC
since last April, when their contract expired. In light of the
economic downturn, the University was looking for ways to cut
costs, including hiring outside contractors for overtime work.
There is, however, a clause in the current contract, Article 18,
which prevents BC from hiring non-affiliated workers to do
overtime work. A revised contract, which was proposed by the
University Jan. 21, was turned down by the union in a vote Jan.
26. Negotiations are set to continue today.
UGBC's resolution urged negotiations to stay open in good
faith "until both parties can come to a compromise which
upholds the community and values Boston College stands for."
It also outlined its stance that the contract negotiations are a
student rights issue because it poses a threat to the generalBC
community. "Outside contractors who come in might be a security [risk] or create an uncomfortable situation for students,"
said Derek Lo, UGBC Senator and A&S '12. "You would have
contractors who are unaffiliated with Boston College working
in your home, basically."
The resolution also questions BC's adherence to Jesuit
values. "The measure of any Catholic institution is not by any
ranking or endowment, but the measure of the way it treats all
of the members of its community," Lo said.

Local police to
monitor drinking
in neighborhood

TOP OF THE TOWN

District 14 police to step-up sting operations in
Allston-Brighton to curb underage drinking
Patrick Gallagher
Assoc. News Editor
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The District 14 Police will be conducting random stings in the Allston-Brighton
area as part of their ongoing efforts to
limit underage drinking.
The stings will target liquor stores, as
well as bars and other establishments that
sell alcohol, according to police.
The entire Allston-Brighton community is under the jurisdiction of the
District 14 Police, including portions of
both the Boston College and Boston University campuses. However, police have
indicated that the efforts are not directed
solely at college students.
"It's just a matter of underage drinking in general," said Sgt. Hugh Solari of

District 14. "I would say it isn't specifically geared at colleges, but we have an
awful lot of college students that live in
the area."
The extending of the stings comes as
Capt. James Hussey was recently named
commander of the District 14 Police station. Hussey, who has worked extensively
for the Boston Police Department in the
past, indicated that he would like to crack

down on student-related disturbances
within the Allston-Brighton community.
Solari said that the checks, while
random, are nothing out of the ordinary.
"It is something that is ongoing from year
to year," he said.
As a part of the stings, police send
underage people into local liquor stores
and other establishments, and have them
attempt to purchase alcohol. In the case
of a sale, police can issue the employee
and the store a citation, according to a
report from the Allston-Brighton Tab.
No stores have been cited this year.
However, police said that the stings have
been successful in the past, according
to the Tab report. Following a citation,
an establishment may be summoned
before the Boston Licensing Board, with
repeatedoffenses leading to the potential
suspension of liquor licenses.
Along with identifying establishments
that fail to check for identification prior
to alcohol sales, police have been working
with locals in efforts to limit the usage of
fake ID's. According to Solari, many of
the ID's that are obtained by the police

See Police Stings, A
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Boston College beat out BU 4-3 Monday night in the 58th Beanpot Championship game.
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on campus this week

The Challenge of Catholicity
Today

ITime:

The

5:30 p.m.

Location: 9 Lake St.,
Room 100
Tonight Fr. Richard Len-

nan of Australia will discuss

the challenge of Catholicity and
becoming .a "Catholic" Catholic
Church.

That'sMad Gay... kNOw homo

2

Today,

Time: 7 p.m.
Location: Higgins 310

A panel discussion will
explore the ignorance and pain
inflicted with the phrase, That's
mad gay," while discussing relevant BC culture events.

Broom Hockey Tournament

3

Friday
Time: Ip.m.
Location: The Plex
Take part in the annual

broom hockeytournamentto help
raise money and awareness for
students with multiple disabilities
and complex healthcare needs.

Men's Hockey vs. UMass

Relay for Life at BC

4

Saturday

Friday
Time: 6 p.m.
Location: The Plex

The Relay for Life is a
12-hour walk-a-thon sponsored by
theAmerican Cancer Society, taking place Febuary 12-13th, from 6
p.m. to 6 a.m. in the Plex,
;
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Time: 5 p.m.
Location: Conte Forum

Activist fights for refugees
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Come cheer on the recently victorious BC men's hockey
team as they take on UMassLowell Saturday evening in Conte
Forum.

In the News
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University
Dartmouth College to lay off 76 to
offset projected $100 million deficit
On Monday Dartmouth College announced the layoffs of 76 people as a means of combating a projected
$100 million budget gap, according to a report by the
Chronicle of Higher Education. No faculty will lose
their positions, according to Dartmouth officials. Additionally, the College is revising its financial aid policy
that eliminated loans from financial aid packages two
years ago. Next year, students from families with incomes exceeding $75,000 will have aid in the form of
a combination of loans and scholarships.
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18°

SOURCE: NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE
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Local News
Boston

to open

information center

as part of Haitian relief effort
which has the third largest population of
Haitians and Haitian-Americans in the country, is
doing its part in aiding those affected by the January
earthquake. The city has plans to open an information
center aimed at helping Boston residents with Haitian
connections, according to a report by the Boston Globe.
The center will provide the necessary information
about a variety ofboth public and private agencies they
can Contact, and it will detail the U.S. government's
role in relief efforts.
Boston,

Steve Kim of 318 Partners visited Boston College on Tuesday to speak about his experiencesproviding aid to refugees.
By James Gu and Chris Han
Heights Editor andFor The Heights

On Tuesday, human rights
activist Steve Kim of the 318

Partners visitedBoston College
to speak about his organization's mission to save North
Korean refugees.
The event, "Schindler's Mission in North Korea," sought
to help raise awareness of the
plight of North Koreans, especially the conditions of trafficked North Korean women in
China, and was sponsored by
the Asian Christian Fellowship,
along with the Korean Student
Association, the Undergraduate Government of BC, Intervarsity Christian Fellowship,
and Amnesty International.
Kim said that his organization has helped 51 North
Korean refugees to freedom,
and that there has yet to be a
failed mission.
"I'm not here to lecture, but
here to share my experience
with you," Kim said after the
viewing of a short film about his
organization and its work.
Kim began by describing
the plight of North Korean
refugees. Given the poor living
conditions in North Korea,
North Koreans who attempt to
escape to South Korea travel
via China, because of the danger associated with approaching the demilitarized zone
located at the 38th parallel.
Although there is a United
Nations agreement that calls
for the sheltering of refugees,
the Chinese government policy
is to detain these individuals

and repatriate them back into
North Korea.
"The biggest problem is the
need for the Chinese government to recognize the North
Koreans who cross the border
as refugees," Kim said.
Kim noted that of the refugees who escape from North
Korea, 70 percent are females.
Since some of the refugees do
not know anyone in China, they
are often tricked into thinking that they are being helped
to safety, when in fact, those
waiting to meet the refugees
are actually human sex traffickers.
Kim estimated that the traffickers pay approximately 450
to 600 Chinese Yuan (RMB),
between $70 and $90, to smuggle a refugee from North Korea
into China. Refugees are then
sold to another traffickerin the
inner provinces of China for
double the original cost, and
finally to a buyer for between
three and five times the original cost paid for the refugee.
Buyers tend to be men in rural
villages that have trouble finding a wife.
"When you say Korea, people think about South Korea,
like Samsung [or] Hyundai,
but not of the violation of human rights in North Korea,"
said April Chang, one of the
event's organizers and A&S
'10.
Since 1999, Kim has committed his life to help these
unfortunate refugees after
witnessing firsthand the suffering of trafficked North Korean
women in China. In 2003, he

arrested by Chinese authorities after being caught
attempting to smuggle North
Korean refugees to South Kowas

rea.
Despite being convicted
and sentenced to five years in
prison, Kim was released after
he served four years thanks to
overseas support. Today, Kim
continues his mission to support. North Korean refugees as
much as possible.

Kim founded the 318 Partan organization that has
dedicated itself to rescuing
traffickedNorth Korean women
in China. With over 800 members, the group rallies across
America and Korea to raise
awareness of this issue.
Kim and the 318 Partners
have devised many different
plans for helping refugees to
safety. The final destination
for the refugees is often South
Korea, although a very small
percentage of the refugees
end up in the United States
or Canada. These routes take
the refugees through countries
such as Mongolia, Laos, Myanmar, and Vietnam. Except for
Mongolia, all paths to safety
pass through China.
Kim said that the biggest
fear ofrefugees is being caught
in China, due to the threat of
repatriation, whereas being
caught in Laos or Myanmar
will only result in detention for
three to six months.
The total cost for the group
to bring a refugee to safety is
about 9,000 RMB or $1,400, a
price which Kim says he is more
than willing to pay. \u25a0
ners,
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On Campus
Center on Wealth and Philanthropy
develops model to project giving
In efforts to project patterns of charitable giving for
future years, researchers at the Center on Wealth and
Philanthropy have developed the first model designed
to predict giving by households on a quarterly basis,
according to a report from the Office ofPublic Affairs.
Estimates suggest that U.S. household charitable giving for 2009 totaled between $216 and $218 billion,
representing a roughly 5 percent drop from the 2008
total. Prior to the development of the model, such data
would not be available until June 2010.

News Tips
Have a news tip or a good idea
for a story? Call Michael Caprio,
News Editor, at (617) 552-0172, or
e-mail news@bcheights.com. For
future events, e-mail, fax, or mail
a detailed description of the event
and contact information to the
News Desk.

Sports Scores
Want to report the results of a

game? Call Zach Wielgus, Sports
Editor, at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail
sports@bcheights.com.

Arts Events
The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on and off campus including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Kristen House, Arts and Review Editor,
-

National

at (617) 552-0515, or e-mail review@

bcheights.com. For future

Obama hosts meeting between
Democrats and Republicans
WASHINGTON (AP) ? Appealing for bipartisanship
in a town where it's hard to find, President Barack
Obama sat down with Democrats and Republicans
Tuesday to spur cooperation on job creation, deficit
reduction, and healthcare overhaul. He promised to
do his part but warned he would take Republicans
to task if they don't do the same. "The people who
sent us here expect a seriousness of purpose that
transcends petty politics," Obama said after the meeting, as he made a surprise appearance in the White
House briefing room.
?

e-mail, fax,

events,

mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.
or

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its
readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you
believe we have made a reporting error, have information that requires a
clarification or correction, or questions about The Heights standards
and practices, you may contact
Matthew DeLuca, Editor-in-Chief,
at (617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor®

bcheights.com.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Police Blotter
2/5/10

-

2/8/10

Friday, Feb. 5

Sunday, Feb. 7

7:42 p.m. A report was filed regarding a motor vehicle accident in the Commonwealth
garage that resulted in property damage only.
The operator was instructed on how to fill
out a Massachusetts RMV accident report.

12:07 a.m. A report was filed regarding a
party observed commiting larceny in Corcoran Commons. The party was identified and
a report will be filed to ODSD.

-

-

Saturday, Feb. 6

"How would you rate professors'
grading at BC?"

-

12:53 a.m. A report was filed regarding a
past assault and battery in Corcoran Commons. Several parties were identified and
one injured party was tranported to a medical facility by ambulance.
-

11:23 p.m. A report was filed regarding a
fire alarm activation in the Mods. The alarm
was caused due to burnt paper.

Voices from the Dustbowl

2:46 a.m. A report was filed regarding a
fire alarm activation in the Mods. The cause
of the alarm was due to a party smoking a
marijuana cigarette. The party was identified
and no further controlled substances or drug
paraphernalia were located.

"Not too hard, not too easy."
?Jack Lutetian,
A&S '13

-

1:00 a.m. A report was filed regarding a
party observed operating a motor vehicle
under the influence of alcohol. Newton Police
were notified and responded to take over the
-

investigation.

2:06 a.m. A report was filed regarding
smoke observed in a residence hall on 90
More Road. Upon further investigation
it was determined a fire extinguisher was
discharged.
-

3:41 p.m. A report was filed regarding a
who was ejected from Conte Forum
for being a disorderly person.
-

party

Monday, Feb. 8

"I think most
?

Source: The Boston College
Police Department

Friday.

The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2010. All rights reserved.

Hany Elshiekh,

CORRECTIONS

-

?

Advertising
The Heights is one of the most
effective ways to reach the BC
community. To submit a classified, display, or online advertisement, call our advertising office at
(617) 552-2220 Monday through

CSOM '12

4:35 p.m. A report was filed regarding the
odor of a controlled substance emanating
from a motor vehicle on Campanella Way.
After an investigation, a controlled substance was confiscated. Two parties were
identified, issued written trespass warnings,
and escorted offBoston College property.

-

To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact John O'Reilly, General
Manager at (617) 552-0547.

pretty high curve."

Please send
corrections to
"/

6:11 p.m. A report was filed regarding
the confiscation of excess amounts of
alcohol in Roncalli Hall. A clerks hearing
may be filed.

of them give a

Delivery

think most are pretty

reasonable."
?Mike Bell,

A&S'lO

.

editor@bcheights.com
with 'correction'
in the subject line.
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Students vocalize concern over grade inflation
By

Michael Caprio

News Editor

Alex Goldowsky, A&S '12, is a
Presidential Scholar. Goldowsky
is a biology major with medical
school in his sights. But he does
not want higher grades at least
ones he does not merit.
"If you're out looking at grad
schools, they all want people with
high GPAs but I would rather
have a lower GPA in a competitive school," he said. Goldowsky
is one of several students who
have voiced concernover grading
policies at Boston
College.
"I think
-

"There seems to be a pressure on
campus, where professors don't
feel they can give a bad grade
to students," said Justin Banks,
A&S '11. "Coming from a student
who doesn't have the best GPA,
you've got to try hard to get bad
grades."

Richard Seiber, A&S '12, is
studying to be an actuary. The
dynamic between students and
the University, he said, is a matter of investment and return.
"It makes sense in my mind
that BC Would inflate grades,"
he said. "We're paying them to
help us better our
they have lives." Contrary
According to
to Goldowsky,
a responsibility to Seiber said that
data provided by
the Office of the give me my money's he would rather
Provost, a majorstudy at a Uniworth"'
ity of BC students
versity where he
had GPAs of 3.6
could get a higher
or higher during
GPA, regardless
Kim Rhodes,
the 2007-2008
of the GPA spread
A&S 12
academic year. In
for the rest of the
comparison, 32 percent of the student body. "It would help
student body earned a GPA of me when I graduate," he s'aid.
3.6 or higher in the 1993-1994 "I would leave and get a better
academic year.
job."
These data have raised quesWhen asked about the possitions over BC's competitiveness
bility of a grade-capping system,
and the University's standing
Seiber said such a system would
in the academic community. "I lower the recognition of his work,
think grade inflation could be which might be similar in quala bad thing in the respect that
ity to that of many others with
your school would be losing,"
higher grades. "If BC said they
Goldowsky said. "It forces people
were going to limit the amount of
to ask, 'Is there a reason these
A's, I wouldn't like that," he said.
grades are so high?'"
"I would get a lower GPA and just
Some students think there
a lower rank in life."
is an explanation
Other stufor the high av"Some the glory dents, who worry
erage. Lily Conis being able to say about the potennolly, also A&S
tial of a scarce
you're better than job market after
'12, has a selfproclaimed faith
graduation, said
everybody else"
they expect a fain the abilities of
the student body.
vorable return on
"BC students are
Lilly Connolly,
their investment
smart," she said.
from the UniverA&S 12
sity in hopes of
"You can go to
the library, and you will always improving their employment
see students studying. It could prospects.
be, perhaps, that students merit
Kim Rhodes, A&S '12, is an
these high grades." She also said environmental geosciences major.
that even if students received As a student in a relatively small
high grades they worked hard department Rhodes said that a
for, it would still take away the BC degree doesn't necessarily
"glory" of earning a higher grade. carry much weight in her budding
"Some of the glory is being able field of study. "They have an opto say you're better than everyportunity to provide me with,
body else."
say, some summer field work
The "talent" of BC students instead," she said. "I think they
could have side-effects, namely have a responsibility to give me
entitlement, some students said. my money's worth." \u25a0
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to say that you should be in it justfor the environment. Isee it as

a big tent, and whatever brings you inside is a good thing"
?Deidre Manning,
Director of Sustainability

NRG Games now underway,
residents reduce, compete
By

Michael Caprio

News Editor

The Office ofFacilities Management kicked off this year's
NRG Games earlier this month,
encouraging residence halls to
compete to lower electricity
consumption on campus.
The office will give a prize
to the winning hall in the form
of a pizza or ice cream social
once the competition ends on
March 15, said Deidre Manning,
director of sustainability. This
year, her office has one specific
goal, and that is to get the hall

and we felt it would be unfair to
have them compete against each
other," Manning said. Ignacio
beat Rubenstein last year with
4.72 percent reduction.
While Manning said she would
like to double those numbers,
there is a large amount of leg
work to come before that goal
is met, she said. The campaign
struggled early with informing
students. "The main issue right
now is that we have not had a
great kick-off campaign," Manning said. "We have only seen a
couple of residence halls that
have done conservation."

WEAR a

HEADBAND

for students to get involved. "In
the tuition bills, utility costs
are included," she said. "If the
students decrease the utility
expenses ofthe University, they
might be able to decrease their
tuition bills."
The Web site also offers
students a way to monitor the
dollar amounts of energy that
is consumed in residence halls.
This could provide students
with a gauge of how much they
would be paying in bills if they
lived outside the University a
useful tool for sophomores with
the intention of living off campus and seniors,
Manning said. "I
10, Claver, personally think
the University is

TO SUPPORT COACHES VS. CANCER!

n \u25a0MMyM
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Recently,
residents to surpass last year's
things have beconservation savings, she said.
"We're basically looking to beat gun to take off, As
Feb.
the performance last year."
though, she said.
Loyola, Xavier,
looking to preStudents can monitor their Since a mass estudents for
pare
progress
hall's
online
mail
was
sent
to
andFenwick
Halls
residence
the social and
the student body
at bc.edu/dormenergy. As ofFeb.
(CLXF), hold the
environmental
10, Claver, Loyola, Xavier, and on Feb. 8, over
lead with a .07
issues outside of
(CLXF),
hold the 150 students visFenwick Halls
[college]." This
ited the Web site
lead with a .07 percent reducpercent reduction self-monitortion in electricity consumption, in one day, with
in electricity
ing system, she
a total of 184 kWh.
traffic to the site
said, can assist
to
continuing
reductions
are
percent
The
consumption.
the University in
computed using a "base period" rise.
that goal.
for comparison. This year, the
Fac ili t i e s
Students don t necessarily
base period ran from Jan. 18 to Management is also making
have to be environmentally conuse of the Ecoßep program,
Feb. 1.
to
cerned to participate, Manning
representatives
of
the
the
asking
Last year's winners
NRG games were Keyes Hall rally their dorm mates behind said. "Some students might be
interested in the geopolitics
the competition,
in the Upper /
Manning said. of conservation," she said. "If
Newton Campus
we're exporting energy dollars,
"Every residence,
division, with
can
monitoi
2000
that's money that's kept out of
including
Students
"
8.63 percent rehas
the United States."
Ave.,
Comm.
duction, and 90
their residence
Ecoß
e
p,"
she
As long as students are parMore
an
St. Thomas
hall's progress
said. "The RAs ticipating, their motives are
Rd. in the Lower
Manning said.
Campus division
online at bc.edu/ and RDs have unimportant,
"There
are
lots
of reasons to be
getting
also
been
with 9.77 percent
dormenergy.
environmentally friendly," she
involved."
reduction. "We
Emily Luksha, said. "I don't like to say that
do not include the
an organizer of you should be in it just for the
Mods, and Rubenstein and Ignacio [Halls] the NRG Games and A&S '10, environment. I see it as a big
said that there might be other tent, and -whatever brings you
compete with each other, beinside is a good thing." \u25a0
cause they're on electric heaters incentives besides a pizza party
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"I don't like

Richard Seiber, A&S '12, (top) said he thinks that high GPAs can aid students when they apply to graduate school. "It would help me when I graduate," he said. "I
would leave and get a better job."Lily Connolly, A&S '12 (bottom left) and Kim Rhodes, A&S '12 (bottom right) said studentsshould get advantages for their money.
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Weur u headband to colleae hoops games
from Feb. 21-28 and show your support for
the <ight a9 ainst cancer -

n

7

FEB 21-28, 2010

YORK CITY
FOR THE 2010 COACHES vs. CANCER CLASSIC.
Text 'HOOPS' to 44144 for a chance to win!
Support Coaches vs. Cancer by purchasing team-specific I Love College
shops.
Hoops headbands at campus bookstores or athletic department team
ilovecollegehoops.com.
rules
visit
information
and
contest
For more
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Grades
a matter

of merit

Faculty: Inflation could jeopardize repuation
Grade Inflation, from Al
ate dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences. "It's great for the average student and bad for the great
student," he said. "Extremely
small differences in grades make
big differences in

transcripts," Hafner said. "At that
point, the world outside of BC will
likely decide that a BC transcript
is simply a wasted piece ofpaper. If

that happens, everyone will lose."
There couldbe a point, however,
at which combating high grades
could be counter
to the needs of
students.
In the 2007-2008 current
"The question is
academic year, over not about what we
doing about
the student body are
the rising grades,
had an average GPA it is if [students]

ranking, meaning
that an A- could
drop a great student from Summa
to Magna, and if
they sneeze twice
they are all done."
Though inflation
really want us to
in A A minus
combat grade indoes not directly
range
flation," Petri said.
affect Dean's List
"Average students
awards, which are
don't really like the
assigned based on
fixed GPA indicators, Latin Honmeans that would have to happen
ors, which are based on percentile,
to combat [it]."
become extremely competitive.
Princeton University stepped
A large number of high GPAs into the limelight in 2004 as the
can be damaging to the University's first large national university to seacademic reputation, adminisriously take a stance against grade
inflation, imposing a 35 percent
trators said. "If current trends
continue half ofBC seniors will limit on the number of A's given out
have only A's and A-'s on their in each department a measure

half

-

Joseph Pasquinelli
Learning is the most
important aspect of a college
education, right? Grades are
not as important to students as
acquiring the knowledge that
they will need to become successful in all their endeavors,

both personal and professional,
right? If only this were the case,
grade inflation would not be a
problem or, for some, it would
be a blessing. In today's colleges and universities Boston College being far from an
exception students want the
good grades. Knowledge and
learning have become peripheral at best, an afterthought
at worst, to getting the grades
needed to go to a top graduate
or professional school. Since
the focus of many students is
grades, it has become necessary
to address the issue of grade
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unpopular among many Princeton received a lot of press, and in
students at the time. 1
the last five years, Princeton has
Some BC students have similar reported no complaints from any
concerns. "Everyone is here to students who were given a disadvantage because of
learn, not to focus
his or her GPA.
on grades," said
current trends
Petri said he
Gabby Bacarella,
continue... the world sees an inflation
LSOE '13. "I feel
like [the current
outside
will cap as an opportunity for BC to
system] is not that
likely decide that ' assert itself
in the
competitive, and I
a BC transcript is
academic world,
sort of like if that
than as an
way."
simply a wasted piece rather
inconvenience to
Not all students
paper'.'
students. "There
feel this way, howis little reason to
ever. Some support
assume BC would
correcting the curDonald Hafner,
have a different
rent system, with
Vice Provost for
outcome," he said.
stipulations. "I
"BC has an incredwould be fine with UndergraduateAffairs
ible opportunity
what Princeton is
doing as long as employers and grad
to become known as one of the
schools who were bold enough to
schools knew that was our policy,"
said Kevin Deeusatis, A&S '13. "I step forward and combat grade
would be very upset if I didn't get inflation."
a job or didn't get into grad school
This year, the University will
make grade pattern information
just because BC's standards are
available to instructors, but has
higher."
The changes made at Princeton not yet made any institutional

"If

ofBC

of

?

mandates on inflation, Hafher said.
"Beginning this year, all faculty will
get annual reports of their own median grades and the grading patterns throughout the University,"
he said. "This information will also
be available to department chairs
and deans." The University hopes
that by alerting professors of their
own tendencies, they will be able
to curb inflation in a classroom
setting.

The BC UIS online system currently shows statistics about the
number of As, Bs, and other grades
distributed in particular classes.
Some professors have already
taken their own steps to curb inflation. "For me, a grade of an A reflects exemplary or excellent work
in the course, not simply doing the
work," said Scott T. Curnmings, a
professor in the theater department. "I know students don't like
to hear it, but Bis a good grade. I
wish we could work ourselvesback
to a learning environment in which
Cis average, Bis above average,
and A is much above average." \u25a0

-

-

inflation.
What does a grade mean? A
better place to begin is to ask,
"What should a grade mean?"
A grade should really mean
little besides a representation of a student's mastery of
the course content. It should
not mean fife or death, success or failure. Grades, however, do matter a great deal to
students, so what each letter
grade should mean must be
addressed. An "A" should be reserved for the true over-achiever the student who goes well
beyond the expectations of
the course and professor. A "B
student" is a student who does
the expected work and does it
very well, but this student does
not do anything to blow anyone
out of the water. A "C student"
is the average student. This
student does the work, but not
particularly well or poorly. The
"D student" rarely attempts the
work, and when this student
does, he or she does not do it
very well. If a student receives
an "F," he or she never tried, or,
if they tried, the student tried
to fail. "A's" and "F's" should
both require a great deal of
effort to attain. Grades should
mean this, but they do not. An
"A" is no longer the epitome of
excellence. "A" is for "Average."
What has been the cause of
the grade inflation trend over
the past 20 years? Two reasons come to mind, one more
disturbing than the other. The
first explanationis a combination of two factors centering on
the student. The students (and
their parents) pay over $50,000
a year to attend BC. They
expect to have good grades.
If a student does not get. the
grades the student or his or
her parents expect, they might
remove the student and the
check made payable to BC. The
other factor is that the students receiving inflated grades
gained admission to BC. Some
professors may think, "If they
got here, they're good enough
to get an 'A.'"
The more frightening reason
is that the type of professor also
contributes to grade inflation.
Universities seek to attract
experts in their fields so they
offer them "perks" such as
limited administrative duties
and requiring them to teach few
classes so they can focus on research. The research-professor
is not at a college or university
to teach, but so that he or she
has an institution to fund his or
her work. The teacher-professor is the type of professor that
BC needs. This type ofprofessor cares about students' learning. They award students with
grades that reflect their mastery
of the content so that students
might know their strengths and
weaknesses. The knowledge of
self and content with which students leave teacher-professors'
classrooms allows them not only
to gain admission to prestigious
graduate schools, but also to be
more successful in all areas of
their future lives.
-

JosephPasquinelli is a columnist

for The Heights. He welcomes
comments at editor@bckeights.

U.S. students taking more AP exams, report says
By Taylour Kumpf

Asst. News Editor
In American high schools,
the College Board organization lias
made an effort to extend the Advanced Placement (AP) program to
include abroader range ofstudents
with mixed results.
. While the majority of students
who takeAP exams receive a passing score of three or above, the
expansion of the exam has also
led to an increase in the munber
of students who fail AP exams,
according to a report by the New
York Times. This year, the success
rate was especially notable in public
schools.
"Are we getting more ones and
twos? Absolutely," Trevor Packer,
vice president of the AP program,
told the Times. "But are we getting
more threes, fours, and fives? Even
more so."

According to the College Board, the college-level, allow high school
there was an increase, from 15.2 students to test out of required
courses and receive college credit
percent in 2008 to 15.9 percent in
2009, ofpublic-high school gradu- at many institutions of higher education across the
ates who scored a
country. At Boston
three or higher on
There was an
at least one of the
College, students
AP exams. Slightly increase,
15.2 may place out of
required courses,
more than 26 perpercent in 2008 to but do not receive
cent of last year's
graduates took at 15.9 percent in 2009, credits for their AP
scores.
least one AP exam
public-high school
The College
during high school,
according to the graduates who scored Board report also
demonstrated that
College Board rea three or higher on over the past two
port.
The AP pro- at least one
the AP years, the number
of minority and
gram, which is run
exams
low-income stuby the nonprofit
dents taking AP
College Board, ofexams has more
fers exams that test
students' knowledge in more than than doubled.
30 subjects. The tests, whose scores
The discrepancy in achievement
range from one to five, with a three remained large for black students,
said to be a predictor of success on however, who represent 14.5 per-

from

of

of

cent of graduates, but accounted
for only 8.2 percent of all AP test
takers in 2009. However, Hispanic
students improved significantly,
making up 15.5 percent of the
students taking the exams and
14.3percent of those scoring a 3 or
higher on at least one test.
The report also found that
success on the exams varies depending on the region. In eight
states - California, Colorado,
Connecticut, Florida, Maryland,
Massachusetts, New York, and
Virginia more than 20 percent of
those students taking an AP exam
earned a passing grade. However,
in Louisiana and Mississippi, less
than five percent of those who
took an AP exam received a passing mark.
Although many students fail
the AP exams, some educators say
that being exposed to college-level
work helps those students in the
-

long-term.
"It doesn't get you college
credit if yon get a one or a two, but
I think it does provide students
with a sense of the kind of skills
and critical thinking that college
will require from them," Jean
Robinson, associate dean for undergraduate education at Indiana
University, told reporters.
A number of high schools have
incorporated AP offerings into
thencurriculum in an effort to give
students a jump-start on college
credit and to help them impress
college admissions officials. On
average, the College Board reported, high schools now offer 10
AP courses, an increase from the
seven offered in 2004.
"We see that APis situated not
as a solution on its own. but as part
of a multi-grade-level solution
that relies upon effortsin the years
leading up to AP," Packer said. \u25a0

Financial aid day coming to Boston later this month
By RebeccaKailus
Heights Staff

portunity to show their appreciation in
hopes ofreceiving similar financial aid
packages in the future. "It's an opportunity for students to thank their state
representatives for voting and providing
financial aid that gives students the ability ?to choose
where to go to college," said
w

In two weeks, Boston College students
who receive Massachusetts financial
aid will have the opportunity to join
other college students across the state
in thanking legislative
Jeanne Levcsque. director
officials for their work in
want students of governmental relations.
"We
securing financial aid in
"It's very important for
to say, 'I'm
the Massachusetts state
students to thank their
budget. The annual event Massachusetts, I
get state legislatures in perwill takeplace at the Masson to maintain private
statefunding. This funding,"
sachusetts State House
on Feb. 24 from 11 a.m.
Typically, anywhere
sounds interesting!
to 1 p.m.
from six to 12 BC students
The.state legislatures attend Financial Aid Day
The Association of Independent Colleges and
listen to students to thank their correspondUniversities in Massachuing representatives for
much more
setts (AICUM), an orga-;,
their continuing support
nization that advocatesthan us"
in financial aid legislation.
for need-based financial
"BC is influential since
aid for Massachusetts
a lot of state legislators
Bernie Pekala,
students at independent
have attended BC, their
Director, Financial
colleges and universities,
kids go here, or they attend
has been coordinating
our sporting events," said
Strategies
the event since the 19705.
Bernie Pekala, director of
This year, the event is expected to bring student financial strategies. "I think the
over 100 students from over 40 particistate legislatures like to hear from BC
pating colleges. "Financial Aid Day is students because they are so engaging and
the annual event in which we gather as do so much."
many students as we can from all camSince state legislators represent their
puses across the state to the State House
constituents' interests, participation of
to thank state representatives for their BC students is crucial for continued Mass.
previous support," said Sonya Hagopian, and Gilbert Grant funding in the Masvice president for communications at
sachusetts budget. "We want students to
AICUM. "And students ask them for say, 'I'm from Massachusetts, I get state
their future support for financial aid in funding. This sounds interesting.' The
the future state budget."
state legislatures listen to students much
For BC students receiving either more often than us," Pekala said. "We
Mass, or Gilbert Grants, this is an opwant them to volunteer. We do not want
-~j

from

often

?

to guilt them into it. but we want as much
participation as we can get."
Although the number of BC students
receiving both Mass, and Gilbert grants
has increased from last year, the grant
totals have decreased for each student.
"Currently about 330 students are on
Massachusetts Grant because of the
recession, which has impacted a lot of

Day. "This is why we need students to
convince them [state legislatures] to help

them," he said.
There arc mixed sentiments on whether
the recession will encourage more students
to. attend Financial Aid Day this year than
last year. "I do think that with each year
we see an increase because ofthe economy,
and I do think that it is important for us
families," Pekala said. This number is to be there personally," Hagopian said.
up from the 287 students that received
"When the legislators look at a budget, it
Massachusetts Grants last year. However, is just a thick document. But when you put
the average dollar amount each student a face to it, when a student says 'I can't go
receives has decreased from $1,451 per
to school without financial aid,' legislators
student to $1,251.
are more apt to vote in favor."
Yet, Pekala and Levesque believe that
Similar trends have been seen in the
Gilbert Grants that BC students receive. the recession has less of an impact on
Last year, the University
whether students attend
received a lump sum of
than on the day the event
$1,095,600 dollars to' altakes place. "We've had
Last year, the
locate to Massachusetts
consistent participation
BC students in the form
University received every year," Levesque said.
of Gilbert Grants, while
"We really want a good
a lump sum
this year the total sum
showing. With class scheddecreased by 19.5 percent
$1,095,600 dollars ules, we fear we will not get
to a total of $892,800 dolenough."
to allocate to
lars for Gilbert Grants. PeEven though Finankala cites the limited state
Massachusetts BC cial Aid Day falls on a
funding for this decrease. students in the
Wednesday this year, Mas"It went down because the
sachusetts students should
Gilbert Grants. attend to try to get all the
state budget limited funding. Last year the grid was
information they can on
reduced by about $200.
financial aid, especially
There are more students where the average given the current economic situation, Peaward is $200 less this year. But anyone kala said. "It's always healthy during the
who doesn't get the amount they got recessionary times to get all the informalast year, we [BC] will make up with BC
tion on financial aid and this [financial aid
grants," Pekala said.
day] is a good way. Not only dostudents get
Because of these decreases in grant information from attending the orientamoney, Pekala reiterated the importance
tion at the State House, but also from
of BC students attending Financial Aid talking to other students there." \u25a0
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Police crack down
on illegal drinkers
Police Stings, from Al
are confiscated by bars and
nightclubs.
"A lot of the fake ID's I
see in my office come from
nightclubs," Solari said. "They
forward the ID's to us and we
forward them to the appropriate authority, whether it's the
registry or the local [authorities]."

The District 14 Police have
worked with members of the
A list on-Brighton Substance
Abuse Task Force since the
fall in efforts to raise awareness about the issues assoei-

ated with underage drinking.
In 2008, there were 645 overdose-relateddeaths in Massachusetts, according to the task
force's Web site.
As a part of the collaboration, local high school students
placed stickers on packages
of alcoholic beverages advising people not to purchase for
minors. In addition, youths
participated in police stings,
standing outside of liquor
stores and asking passersby to
purchase liquor for them.
"We were up on Commonwealth Avenue, and we had zero
takers,'' Solari said. \u25a0
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SUMMER JOBS For Environmental Action! Earn $350-$550/week.
Work with Environmental Action
on a campaign to protect our forests. Make a difference while earning valuable campaign experience.
Call Marty at (617) 338-7882.

EXPERIENCED LEADERS!! Spend
the summer outdoors doing work
that keeps you. physically active;
forge new friendships in a team
atmosphere; enjoy the pride and
satisfaction of gauging your progress
and seeing results. Every summer,
College Pro hires over 7,000 student
leaders. Guaranteed $585 per week
salary for working 40 hours! Hiring
Now! Call (888) 427-7672 ext. 423 or
e-mail jlandrebe@collegepro.com.

BECOME A JETBLUE CAMPUS
REP
HIRING FOR FALL. Run
events and create promotions on
your campus for Jetßlue Airways.
Earn great incentives and gain amazing experience for your resume! Go
to: Repnation.com/Jetßlue to apply.
-

BABYSITTER NEEDED. A family
residing in Chestnut Hill/BC area is
looking for responsible babysitter with
a car. We need a babysitter on two
afternoons (any 2 days of Monday
or Tuesday or Wednesday) to pick
up children (6 and 9 years old) from
a neighborhood school, drive them
home for a snack, and then drive them
to after-school activities. 6-7 hours
per week. Please send an email to
nashideti@yahoo.com.

BABYSITTING JOB. Need fun-loving babysitter. Weekends and/or
weekday evenings for our daughter (10) and son (8). We live close
to BC's Shea Field. If interested,
call Laurette at (617) 733-3309.
HOUSES
and
sublets! Still looking for that perfect junior year apartment??? Call
OFF-CAMPUS
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ACROSS
1 Holy pilgrimage
5 Kids'getaway
9 "Gimme a
u
1
break!
14 Nobelist Wiesel
15 'This looks like
trouble"
16 Leonard Marx,
familiarly
17*"Getgoing!"
19Peyotes,eg.
20Sheplayed
Donna in the film
"Mamma Mia!"
21 Sinus specialist,
briefly
23 Baseball Hall of
Famer Speaker
24*1986 Pulitzer.
winning Western
novel
28 Feel the heat
31 Food critic
Sheraton
32 "Bingo!"
33 X-Games bike,
briefly
35
atared

GREENLINE REALTY today! (617)
731-5434. Or just stop by to see us
at 1956 Beacon St. (next to Cityside
in the heart of Cleveland Circle). We
still have premium apartments in all
of the best locations.

Happy birthday Christina, Mike S. ,
Love, The Heights.

Friend The Heights on Facebook
for breaking news, UGBC updates,
and the first look at on-campus announcements on bcheights.com.
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Answers to the
1
r
L>roSSWOra are

1

SSaiv'"

25 Birds' bills
26 Humorist
Bombeck
27 Islamic leader
28
soda
29 Grinch victims
30 Place for
Christmas lights
34 Tee choices
36 Gospel writer
37 Camelot lady
39 Removes gently
40 Eye-opening
theater

,

below the Sudoku

41 Fellows
42 Rural prefix
43 Beatles'"A_in
the Life"
48 Security threat
49 Course for
weavers?
51 Fired up
52 Like some
weights
53 Bochco series
54 City NW of
Orlando

_

DOWN
1 Bridge position
2 Burn balm

Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row there are 9 slots,
some of which are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to 9. You must

48

3 Fashionable
Christian
4 stevenson
physician
5 --de sac
6 Yellowfin tuna
7 changes places
8 Rising star
9 N c state's
conference
10 "who me''"
n Tiny '
12 When Brutus
sees Caesar's
ghost
13 Hullabaloo
18 Big-time
22 "I didn't need to

_

«
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11 11 IM
By Nancy Salomon

65 'Duffer's thrill
68 Native Alaskan
69Treater's words
70 Persian Gulf land
71
and all
72 Prime minister
before Rabin
73 Ancient British
Isles settler
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57

57 They're not
returned
58 Bosox great
59
9
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53

the answers to
starred clues
44 Jeans joint
45 Yield to gravity
46 Spoilage maker
47 Fresh response
50 Serious-andfunny show
53 "Gunpowder, e.g.
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Have you thought about adoption? Loving and devoted married
couple hoping to adopt. We hope
you will consider us in your options. To learn more, please call us
toll-free at 1-877-841-3748, or visit
our Web site www.roseanneandtim.
com. Please be assured all conversations are held in strict confidence.
With gratitude, Roseanne and Tim.
and Kaleigh
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Thursday,

55 Brand on a patio,
maybe
56 Hole site
60 Foal's parent
61 Rink, often
62 Canterbury's
county

64 Some NFL
linemen
66 Feature of a
two-ltr.
monogram
67 Neighbor of Aus.

follow theserules:
\u25a0 Number can appear only once in each row
? Number can appear only once in each column
\u25a0 Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
\u25a0 The number should appear only once on row, column or area.

Answers below

Answers to Crossword and Sudoku
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"Before giving, I always look

'See, Grandma?

It says cat!"
our

sight for granted...

until it's going. If glasses or surgery
enough, there is still hope. To locate an eye
doctor specializing in low vision, or for
more information on living independently

9

j

with low vision, call (800) 455-8006 or visit

www.checkyearly.com/lowvision.

guarantees that a health charity tunds
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Spring Break comes to life.
Live Concerts
Awesome Vff» Parties
Beautiful Beaches
Scenic Cliff Jumping
Spectacular Sunsets
BookYour Trip Twtay! Contact:
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www.HumaneSeal.org
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EDITORIALS

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Contemplation often makes life miserable.

Amnesty debated

Heights

We should act more, think less, and stop

watching ourselves live"

?

Chamfort

The possible alcohol amnesty policy should be adopted, with
certain provisos, in order to ensure student safety.
University administrators are ainring sity is truly a proponent of putting student
safety first, then its only option is to err
to create and implement the perfect amnesty policy. For months, aclministrators on the side of a slightly nuanced amnesty
have been gathering in meetings and task policy, rather than one with overwhelming
forces to design an amnesty policy that strictures. Instead of deterring students
would take into consideration the needs right off the bat with a policy chockfull of
restrictions, the University should impleand culture of the Boston College community one that would neither be too ment one that has consequences based on
lenient nor too strict. The push to adopt individual use and patterns of behavior,
an amnesty policy comes from a need to which wouldbetter serve the entire comalleviatethefears ofstudents that they will munity and punishonly those students who
be punished if they bring their friends or were truly abusing the system. A policy
themselves to seek medical attention, as that allowedfor one or two transgressions
failure to do so couldresult in tragedy.As it within a certain time frame, stating that
currently stands, many students are unsure if a student, through repeated use of the
ofexactly whatthe University'sstance is on policy, proved to be a serial abuser, he
penalizing someone brought voluntarily or she would be reported to the Boston
or by friends into the infirmary. Though College Police Department (BCPD). This
policy states that friends will, infact, not be way, the student that was uncharacterispunished for theiractions, a clarificationof tically inebriated one night the target
this rule could potentiallysave a student's population of an amnesty policy could
still obtain help without fearing harm to
life in an emergency situation.
as
schools,
such
more than just his or her liver. At its base,
While several area
MIT, have adopted amnesty policies fol- however, the new amnesty policy should
lowing tragedies that they felt could have remain a safety net for students. It should
-

-

-

been avoided had a clear amnesty policy
been in place, BC is taking the initiative
to implement this policy as a protective
measure. Still, administrators are struggling to determine where the line should
be drawn between free, undisciplined aid
that they fear will be abused by students,
and a nitpicky amnesty policy that will
leave matters as confused and opaque
as they are currently. The former, a pure
amnesty policy, would mean that students
could bring themselves or a friend in dire
straights to the infirmary and that they
would be treated without sanction under
the terms ofmedical confidentiality. Some
administrators feel that a policy such as
this wouldbe taken advantage of by students who wouldchoose to get belligerently
drunk on a regular basis, contented by the
notion that they could take themselves to
the infirmary and be taken care ofwithout
fear of repercussions. On the other end of
the spectrum, an amnesty policy that is too
limiting may make it so that students are
just as wary of taking themselves or their
drunkenfriends to receive criticalmedical
attention.
TheHeights believes that if the Univer-

be somethingthat reassures students, both
those who are drinking and those who are
left to care for their friends, during those
rare, unforeseeable times when drinking
goes too far. Moreover, a policy aimed
only at punishing repeat offenders may, in
fact, be beneficial. It would pinpoint the
students on campus that are the heavy
drinkers,who couldrequire intensive counseling, and possibly allowthe Office of the
Dean for Student Development(ODSD) to
intervene early in these students' struggles
with drinking.
It has also been noted in discussions
with administratorsregarding the curtailing
ofßC's drinking culturethathaving "sober
student leaders" would serveas an effective
means of encouraging other students to
restrict their own drinking. We believethat
thiswouldbe an ineffectualway to approach
theproblem. Students on campus are intelligentenough,individually, to take stock of
theiractions anddecisionsand to make the
correct moral choices. One is almost always
disappointed when one looks to figures in
the public eye, be they varsity athletes or
organizers of campus events, to drawfrom
themmoral exempla.

Fostering the arts
Fostering a campus with diverse interests begins with the
admissions process and supporting smaller majors.
Within BostonCollege's CollegeofArts

students who love to act or can play the
R-eneh horn and are interested in continuing to doboth in an academic setting, BC
will take the first steps towardreducing the
vide directionfor BC undergraduatesover homogenous major population.
the four years that they will spend at the
There is absolutely nothing keeping a
University. When faced with the decision small departmentfrom being successful.
of choosing a major, all students assume Currently, one of the most undersized
that, no matter what major they choose, programs in A&S, the German studies
they will receive a substantial amount department, turns out the most Fulbright
of support from the BC administration, Scholars. This is a testament to the fact
support that will help them progress and that a small department can be great if
nourish in their chosen area ofstudy. There it's well managed. To attract more notice
is no denying, though, that certain A&S from the University, however, these mamajors are significantly more popular than jors need to take matters into their own
others. The communication, English, and hands and begin the recruitment process
economics departments, for example, are early on. They can send out personalized
currently attempting to accomodatefor a pamphlets to eager high school seniors or
large number of students. Unfortunately, e-mailstudents who have demonstratedan
focus on these larger majors may draw above average capability in music, acting,
attention away from some of the smaller sculpture, or art. Other prominent univermajors, particularly those with an orientasities have already takenthe initiative with
tion towardthe arts.
thiskind ofprocess, and theirprograms are
Understandably, it is important forBC highly respected because of it. BC underto direct as many resources as possible to graduates majoring in the arts should not
the majors with the most students, as these have to sufferbecausethe majority ofother
resources applyto the majority ofstudents.
students don't share the same academic
The aclministration's decisionfor this conpassions that they do.
siderably lopsided amount ofsupport is not
This isn't to say that the current prounjustified, but for A&S to remain true to grams for these majors are lacking. The
its goal of getting its "students to develop Heights recognizes thatBC puts a considerthe skills that will help them lead happy able amount of effort, money, and adminand productive lives," it needs to make istrative support into each and every one
sure that it supplies undergraduates who of its endeavors, and we acknowledge the
have chosenthese arts-related majors with fact that the arts are a growing commodestablished departments that will satisfy ity at BC. We simply want to emphasize
their desireto expand theirknowledge and that these smaller, but also successful,
enhance their abilities. Essential to this is majors do offer a valuable contribution
finding studentswho want to pursue these to the campus, and any increase in their
majors, an act that starts before matriculaoverallachievementand presence in the BC
tion, in the admissions process. By seeking community can only be a good thing.
and Sciences (A&S), there are 34 different
majors for students to choose from, each of
which are created with the intent to pro-
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
"No More Than Four" article errors explained
To the Editor:
An article in the Nov. 19 issue of The Heights entitled
"Crackdown On Occupancy" contained errors with regard to the enforcement policies of the City of Boston's
Inspectional Services Department (ISD). At that time,
we assumed that a simple error in reporting had been
made, therefore we did not feel a response was needed.
However, the Feb. 1 article titled "On Ordinance, ResLife
Stays Neutral" contains the same inaccuracies, and we
feel your readers should have the correct information
about ISD's role in enforcing the State Sanitary Code
and the City of Boston Zoning Code as they apply to
rental housing.
First and foremost ISD does not cite, fine, or evict
tenants. When it is determined that there is a violation
of the so-called "No More Than Four" section of the
Zoning Code, the property owner is held responsible.
In the Radnor Road case detailed in the Nov. 19
article, neither Justin Robinson nor any other Boston
College student was found in violation of the law. The
only legal action described in the article was directed at
the landlord. "In the end, Robinson's landlord was fined
for violating the city ordinance and for the fire hazard
that prompted the initial inspection."
The Feb. 1 article repeats the accusation, again
seemingly referencing the Radnor Road apartments:
"Last semester, ISD evicted several BC students as a
result of this ordinance. [Mr. Henry] Humphreys was
not certain about the number of students, but did say
that BC students had been affected. I only know of two
apartments that Inspection[al] Services were investigating. We (residential office) were able to provide the
students with housing. The landlords were fined by the
city of Boston," he said. As above, the only legal action
referenced was directed at the landlord.
As for the relocation [not eviction] of students from
these apartments, some tenants voluntarily moved, and
the property owner negotiated with other tenants who
agreed to move. ISD played no role in the negotiations.
Second, although the term "grandfathering" has been
commonly used to describe the ISD's approach to the
change in the zoning code during the 2008-2009 school
year, it is not accurate. Upon passage of the change in
the zoning code, all residential properties were required
to comply. ISD established a transitional enforcement
policy, for leases signed prior to the zoning change,
which allowed owners to disclose non-compliant units
and be granted until September 2009 to comply. Since
?

?

leases for the current school year were signed after
the amendment to the Zoning Code went into effect,
enforcement is now consistent across the board with the
language of the zoning code.
We recognize that while students living in units which
house more than the four students permitted under the
Zoning Code are not subject to legal sanctions, they
can still be seriously inconvenienced as a result. In the
Radnor Road example, the Office of Residential Life was
able to assist with on campus housing - but that clearly
was not where the students involved had intended to live
when they returned in September. However, please note
that the issue at Radnor Road was not only the number
of students the exit from the dormer in the upstairs
apartment was not incompliance with the state fire code;
there was a clear life safety risk to at least four occupants
of that apartment.
The Housing Division of the Inspectional Services
Department works with the BC administration to educate
the student body on local housing requirements that are
intended to protect the health, safety, and quality oflife in
Boston's neighborhoods. We have been represented on the
Campus Community Partnership Initiative since it began
and have had speakers participate in the housing seminars
conducted at BC each fall. It is critical that we join efforts
so that neither landlord's greed nor ignorance of the law
results in student safety being compromised.
ISD welcomes and appreciates the efforts of Dean
Judith Robinson, Mr. Henry Humphreys, and the Residential Life office to assist students affected by violations of the "No More Than Four" section of the Zoning
Code. We value equally their efforts to educate the
student body about their need to be aware of the zoning
code when looking at prospective apartments, and to
understand that they are only placing themselves at risk
by agreeing to arrangements that leave them without the
protection of a signed lease. ISD will continue to work
with local institutions of higher education to educate
property owners and students, so that "off-campus"
renters are not disadvantaged and are provided with
quality housing which complies with all of Boston's laws.
If you have any questions or need additional information, please feel free to contact assistant commissioner
Dion Irish, director of the Housing Division.
Sincerely,
-

William J. Good, 111
Commissioner

UGBC Senators in favor of Amnesty
In March of 2009, along with a full report on the Alcohol and Drug Policy at Boston College, the Undergraduate
Government ofBC (UGBC) Senate passed a resolution in
support of a Medical Amnesty Policy at our University;
whereas, "A Medical Amnesty / Good Samaritan Policy
would enable students to seek medical attention and not
receive formal disciplinary measures from the University for alcohol related abuse. This policy shall extend
to the party seeking help for the intoxicated student."
Since then, while working with administrators and other
student organizations on campus, we believe that the
student body is glad to see the item on the agenda for the
Office of Student Development. As stated previously in
The Heights, such a policy would be a victory for student
health and wellness on campus, while simultaneously
improving relations between students and administrators.

READERS NOTE:
The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200
words and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for
its op/ed pages.
The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves the right
to write headlines and choose illustrations to accompany pieces

We believe that this policy would demonstrate a clear
movement towards a more understanding administration
and away from what has been wrongly perceived by many
students as a purely disciplinary force on campus.
Please join our Facebook Group, "UGBC Senate
-

Supports Medical Amnesty Policy," for further information on the policies at other universities, related articles
from BC newspapers, administration updates, and to join
in on the conversation.
Harvey Simmons
UGBC Senate President
Derek Lo
Vanessa Gomez
Kudzai Taziva
UGBC Senators
'

submitted to the newspaper.
Submissions must be signed and should include the author's
connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters
and columns can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by email to editor@bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The
Heights, 113 McElroy Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 0246T.
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What lies
ahead for

Law books or play books?
Up
Thumbs

Gasson

Vindication is
Beanpot
sweet! After soundly beating our Comm. Ave rivals in
-

the annual Boston tourney,
we've secured our place as
the best team in the city.
It's now time to turn our
attention to the rest of the
Hockey East. Watch your
back, Wildcats, we're coming to deliver the pain in
Durham and TU/TD will be
there personally to ensure
victory.

Double Whammy A rare
but wonderful treat will
be happening this Feb. 14
(no, not that, get a room).
The stars are aligning so
that Chinese New Year and
St. Valentine's Day will be
falling on one very festive
evening. For those lucky
enough to be celebrating
both, it will be a year of the
Tiger indeed.
-

William Mooney Sloneker
Why do we love football? Matt
Taibbi of Rolling Stone says that it is because we have not been able to sell it to
Europe. It defines cultural identity, and
to embrace football is to embrace all
that is American apple pie, freedom,
eagles, etc. We love football to the point
of inexplicability and irrationality. Who
can explain the pain incurred after the
Jets lose, or the hauteur assumed after
Patriots coach Bill Belichick makes the
wrong call on fourth down, or the indignity evoked by the arrest of yet another
Bengals player?
This love for football has translated
almost directly into its enormity. After
all, if you truly love something and it's
for sale, you might as well buy it tickets, jerseys, giant foam fingers, whatever.
The average revenue stream for an NFL
team is $236.7 million, and the average
player earns $1.1 million per year. Commercials for Super Bowl XLIV started
at $2.8 million for 30 seconds, and an
estimated 106.5 million Americans tuned
in for the game beating the 27-year-old
record held by M*A*S*H finale for the
most watched television program ever.
The figures speak of what a behemoth football has become in the United
States, and so it is no wonder that those
most closely involved in the game have
tried harnessing the power for ulterior
purposes purposes apart from pushing the ball past the goal line. With so
much money and attention pouring into
every game, it would seem like a sin
for anyone who believes strongly in an
issue to not use football as a forum for
advancing their cause.
Anybody who watched the Super
Bowl on Sunday probably saw University
of Florida quarterback Tim Tebow and
his mother, Pam, in a controversial antiabortion commercial paid for by Focus
on the Family, an evangelical Christian
non-profit organization. The spot bothered some and caught others off guard,
since the commercial adopted a lighter
-

-

Cherry Coke Now available in McElroy. Enjoy!
-

Silva Former Eagles
safety Jamie Silva logged
some screen time during
Sunday's Super Bowl XLIV.
Paradoxically, while the BC
-

faithful instantly recognized
Silva by his trademark
mane, those same locks obscured his name and made
it impossible for the general
populace to identify #40.
Don't ever trim your hair,
Samson; it's the source of
your

strength.

Google Although the
powerhouse and only company yet to invent a verb
-

probably doesn't need to
spend $2.8 million on an
ad for the Superßowl, they
showed everyone how it's
done (by it I mean memorable and effective advertising) with their search ad
featuring love, Paris, and
overly romanticized relationships. Do the singles of
the world really need this
reminder right before the

-

Down
Fake Out The rustling of
students cheeking smart
phones might be a usual
distraction for professors,
but the collective groan
released at approximately
12:37 yesterday when the
administration released
-

its mass text capability to

inform students that the
University would be closing at 1 p.m.
but classes
would continue. Now that's
just cruel.
...

Doppelganger For those
of you lucky enough to be
out of Facebook's vice-like
-

grasp, February is "Doppleganger month," otherwise

known as find a celebrity
who looks vaguely like you
(except exponentially more
attractive) and make it your
profile picture. TU/TD's
suspicion? This is all just
a sneaky way for heritage,
com to trick you into installing its software. We're
onto you.

Google Buzz TU/TD
gives with one hand and
taketh away with the other.
The new Twitter-like application on the Gmail
service is not only annoying
and uncessary, but is just
another classic example
of imperial overstretch. If
Google is the Roman Empire of the digital age, then
Google Buzz might just
bring about the fall. Greedy,
-

greedy Google.

tone and never actually used the terms
"abortion" or "anti-abortion."

The sporting world has long been
utilized as a vehicle for messages and
morals. Professionals in all sports have
founded charities and used their influence to promote and improve communities. The more garrulous athletes will
not hesitate to offer their two cents on
anything from abortion to Zionism.
The Focus on the Family spot, however, departed from the norm in that it
addressed such a divisive social issue,
featured a high-profile college athlete,
and aired during the most-watched television broadcast of all time. Though it
was subtle and even, for some, confusing, its intent distinguished it from the
ordinarily inoffensive United Way or
"Be Green" advertisements that permeate the airwaves.
But the commercial represents a
significant shift in the thematic aspect
of football. The sport has grown too
large for zealots to let the game serve
only the advocates of uncontroversial issues, and they now see it as their turn to
stand up and use the game as a means
for hard-nosed opinion shaping. The
blatant politicization offootball has
clearly arrived.
Football has even garnered the attention of elected officials on Capitol
Hill. In 2007, a newly Democratic
Congress moved to recess for an entire
day for the sake of the BCS National
Championship Game between Ohio
State and Florida. Last autumn H.R.

390, the College Football Playoffs Act,
appeared on the floor of the House as
part of a movement to eliminate the
current college bowl system. Recently,
Congress has been holding hearings
concerning head injuries sustained by
former NFL players and the League's
failure to provide support.
Where will this trend stop? I don't
know. Hopefully it stops right after
the point where Congress legislates
Bengals Super Bowl victories for the
next 20 years and/or approves the
nomination of Cedric Benson to the
Supreme Court. A lot of questions remain unanswered: How much politics
is welcome in football, is it welcome at
all? Do we permit commercial debates
piqued by groups like Focus on the
Family but prohibit any intervention
by Congress?
As obnoxious as it might come to be,
the Focus on the Family spot remains
inbounds. Such ads may become more
prevalent, more annoying, and less
subtle than the one featuring Tebow,
but they just constitute another mode
of free speech. The role of Congress remains controversial. It makes sense for
a governing body to legislate in order to
ensure player safety, but not to influence
and alter game rules. A line will eventually have to be drawn, and hopefully
that line will stay out of the field of play.
William. Mooney Sloneker is a staffcolumnist
for The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

Profiling: how far is too far?

looming holiday?

Thumbs

Szuannah Lutz

-

Tim O'Connor
On Jan. 25, three young men of
Arabic descent were arrested in the office of Senator Mary Landrieu (D-LA),
chairwoman of the Senate Committee
on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs. Two of the men, dressed as
phone workers, requested access to the
office's phone closet to perform repair
work, while the third waited in the
Senator's office, recording the conversation with his cellular phone's video
camera. A staffer in the Senator's office
directed the gentlemen to the General
Services Administration (GSA). When
the men made the same request at the
GSA. they were asked for credentials,
which they had conveniently left in their
van. Federal agents were notified, and
all three men were promptly arrested.
While it sounds like something
out of 24, this bizarre story is true.
Well, mostly, anyways. The thing is,
the three young men weren't actually
Arabic. In fact, you probably know one
of them James O'Keefe, 111. O'Keefe,
a self-styled "investigative journalist," attended Rutgers University and
founded a student magazine, The
Centurion, with a close group offriends.
The magazine quickly gained popularity
for its eye-catching and controversial
headlines. O'Keefe first gained mainstream notoriety in September 2009,
when he dressed as a pimp and sought
-

advice from the Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now
(ACORN) on how to disguise his operations. The undercover video of O'Keefe
and a friend (dressed as a prostitute)
gave rise to Congressional panic and
ultimately resulted in legislation to pull
funding from ACORN. That legislation,
coincidentally, was recently declared a
de facto bill of attainder and was ruled
unconstitutional by a federal judge.
Looking at the basic facts of the
case, it's not too hard to see what

happened here. A slightly

overeager "in-

vestigative journalist" with a political
agenda and questionable morals pulled
a publicity stunt that went a bit too far
in an attempt to make his flash in the
pan last just a little bit longer. Unques-

tionably, the mainstream media and the
judicial process will recognize it as such,
and O'Keefe and his cohorts will walk
away from this entire incident more or
less unscathed.
Consider the false attribution included in the beginning of this article
that O'Keefe and his friends are Arabic.
Shift everything back two months, and
the plot takes place less than a month
after the Ft. Hood massacre. National
security is the hot-button item, and the
media is tearing into any savory morsel
it can get its hands on. Attempting to
bug or infiltrate the office of the ranking U.S. senator on the Committee for
Homeland Security gets you crucified,
at the very least. At worst, O'Keefe will
walk away with a slap on the wrist.
The entire issue extends deeper than
racial profiling, and draws more attention to the core inequalities of our judicial system and our own presumptions
about other people's intentions based
on stereotyping and prejudice. The

FROM HERE TO RESERVOIR

BY SAL CIPRIANO

media simply isn't interested, because
a white college student doesn't scream
"terrorist!" There's no headline. The
motives of a young Muslim activist in
this same situation would immediately
be deemed nefarious by the media and
the public at large.
O'Keefe released a statement on Jan.
29th, claiming: "The government has
now confirmed what has always been
clear - no one tried to wiretap or bug
Senator Landrieu's office. Nor did we
try to cut or shut down her phone lines.
Reports to this effect over the past 48
hours are inaccurate and false.
"As an investigative journalist, my
goal is to expose corruption and lack of
concern for citizens by government and
other institutions, as I did last year when
our investigations revealed the massive corruption and fraud perpetrated
by ACORN. For decades, investigative
journalists have used a variety of tactics
to try to dig out and reveal the truth."
O'Keefe went on to claim that he
and Ins friends were attempting to
verify claims that Senator Landrieu
had shut off her phone lines to avoid
taking calls from angry constituents
voicing their concern over her support
for health care reform. He asserted that
they were not hatching an evil terrorist
plot, or attempting to monitor top-secret national security conversations.
They were "using a variety of tactics" to
"expose corruption" and "dig out and
reveal the truth." It is guaranteed that
everyone will believe them judge and
jury included because they are white,
rich, and Christian.
-

-

Tim O'Connor is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

Anticipating the final sweep of its
construction plans, Boston College will
be closing down Gasson Hall for the
2010-2011 school year, a year that also
happens to be the year I graduate from
BC. With this change, you could say I
am already graduating in some respects.
It was interesting to see Gasson
in its construction stages over the
past three years. Working in a metal
skeleton, construction workers heaved
stones on moving platforms (and accidentally peered into classrooms) and
the drilling was a soundtrack to numerous lectures about Anna of Austria and
the Hapsburgs. Gasson was a stump,
lacking its steeple branches while
they were shipped off to Canada to be
reconstructed.
Barricades cut off the area near
College Road for a while, and it felt like
a part of the campus was being concealed. But when the fences, trucks, and
stones finally left and the new tower
was assembled, it felt like a new part of
campus was unveiled.
The feeling was the same when the
bells rang again after months of silence.
For some, it was the first or second
time they had heard the tolls. When I
lived in Roncalli, the bells woke me up
several times when I had overslept. They
had also woken me up when I had not
overslept, but unlike police sirens or car
horns, the bell tolls were exactly where
they needed to be.
Looking back, I have had eight
classes in Gasson (three of those in the
same classroom, Gasson 201). I have
learned that Gasson is toasty in the fall
when the heater actually works, and it's
freezing in the winter when the heating
mechanism gives up. The walls are thin
enough that you can hear the Italian
class next door during Shakespeare and
the comedy group bursting into laughter
across the hall during Stylus meetings.
The windows are hard to open and close
(it must have something to do with the
old wood), and the doors either make a
squeaking noise or slam loudly.
My fondest memories of Gasson,
though, are musical. The Irish Room in
Gasson is the customary performance
space for the University Wind Ensemble. When you play French horn in
that room, every note seems to linger,
the sound hovering for eternity. Spaces
like the Irish Room are what breathe
musicality.
I got a taste of what next year may be
like when we played in the Heights Room
for our fall concert. The room was dead
compared to the Irish Room, and the
sound seemed to disappear in a vacuum,
the rugs soaking up the sound. While
it was still an enjoyable performance, it
lacked the character of the Irish Room.
The tall doors and stained glass windows. The wooden balcony and clock.
The warm lights of the chandeliers.
While it is not as though this is the
last time the class of 2011 will be able
to see Gasson, this spring semester will
be the last time Gasson will be an active
part of its undergraduate experience.
The absence will be noticed. Just as
before, the construction will be an interesting spectacle to watch on my way
to classes in Carney. The construction

workers will be back. The webcam will
be offline, but, after a year, the administration says the building will be able to
stand "the test of time."
The next time my graduating class
can see Gasson fully the will be fall after
commencement. To some degree, it is a
psychological heave toward post-graduation, and to another degree, it holds
some prospects. Gasson is having a rebuilding year, and so will we. A new year.
A new Gasson. Another beginning.
Suzannah Lutz is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.
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This year is beginning to look a lot like 2008
ity lies is with the Eagles' unstoppably fast forwards. Diminutive Nathan
Gerbe (5-5, 165 pounds) seemed to
provide a highlight-reel goal in every

By Zach Wielgus
Sports Editor

BOSTON As the Boston College
hockey bench emptied in frenzied celebration at the eiid of the Eagles' 4-3
victory over Boston University in the
Beanpot championship Monday, the
scene looked strikingly familiar.

contest en route to a 35-goal, 33-assist season in 2008. Slightly taller
but with the same remarkable speed
and innovation, sophomore Cam
Atkinson has had a breakout year
in 2010, scoring 17 goals and adding
14 assists.
Against BU, Atkinson fell to the

?

John Muse tossed his stick in the
air and was mugged by teammates
in front of the crease, just as he was
two years ago. The Eagles held off a
furious rally, yielding two late thirdperiod goals, but still coming out on
top, just like two years ago.
And though it may be too early
to say, this team has all the parts to
make a run at the National Championship. Just like two years ago.
"We have 16 or 17 young guys that
dressed tonight that won their first
trophy, but as the year goes on and
they get some experience, that, in
addition to our depth, will be really
important," said assistant captain
Ben Smith. "Hey, you neverknow, it's
only February right now, but we've
got four or five weeks left of hockey.
and it's going to be a battle down to
the wire."
The 2008 national championship
team etched its name in history by
relying upon offensive speed, quick
yet steady defensemen, and stellar
goaltending - all qualities the 2010
squad seems to share.
Muse was a freshman during BC's
somewhat surprising surge to the
Frozen Four, but he came up big on
multiple occasions to keep the Eagles
in games. Allowing two goals or less
in 10 of the season's 14 final games,
Muse finished the year with a 2.20
goals-against average and a .921 save
percentage in 44 games.
In 19 games this season, Muse has
a 2.41 goals-against average and .912
save percentage, but has played especially well hi his last four contests,
letting only five pucks get by him.
Muse seems to finally be fully
recovered from his offseason hip
surgery, regaining more of his agility
and flexibility that served him well in
the 2008 campaign.
"I think anytime you have a hip
operation, it's, a major surgery," said
head coach Jerry York. "He was on

ice while heading toward the crease,
but maintained control of the puck
and fired a pass on his knees to a
streaking Steven Whitney, who tied
the game at one in the second period.
This creativity, plus the presence of
Ben Smith, Joe Whitney, and Brian
Gibbons all ofwhom were key contributors on the championship squad
has created a high-powered offense
that has scored 22 goals in the last
four games.
Where both versions of the Eagles
excelled was in receiving contributions from a variety of players.
"When you win a big game, it's
never four or five forwards, it has to be
a whole bunch of good players," York
said. "Tonight, we had great strength
from the top of our lineup to the players who played eight or nine minutes.
I don't think you can ever say that
we're going to win a championship
with [one] line playing well. We need
a lot of good players."
The combination of offensive
speed and depth, an improving defense, and strong goaltending has
worked wonders for BC in the recent
past. The Beanpot has even readied
the Eagles for performing well on a
big stage.
"Having the experience ofplaying
in big games, playing for a trophy,
all adds up," Smith said. "Playing
in big games early in the year and
in the middle of the season is really
important down the stretch."
-

(Clockwise): Brian Gibbons tries to swat the puck past Kieran Millan; Tommy Cross hoists the Beanpot; the team regroups after BU pulls within one.
crutches eight full weeks, but now he keeps
on telling me, 'I feel very, very good Coach.
I feel more flexible.'"
While Muse has the experience to understand what it takes to make the Frozen
Four, most of the Eagles' defensemen do
not. Only senior Carl Sneep was on that
championship team, but based upon how
the team defense has improved over the
year, its youth will not be as much of a
hindrance as initially thought.
Two years ago, the four prominent blue-

liners' sizes averaged out at 6-0, 20.5
pounds. Although they were not especially
imposing, they utilized above-average
speed to beat opponents to the puck and
consistently cleared it out of the zone, as
well as a tenacity in that they didn't shy
away from laying the wood on incoming
forwards.
Similarly, York's 2010 back line boasts
that same deceptive quickness, but also
possesses much more size. The starting
six defensemen average out at 6-3, 205

pounds, and have shown a propensity
to help out the offense. Sneep is tied for
fourth on the team with 21 points, while
freshmen Brian Dumolin and Philip
Samuelsson have chipped in 12 and nine
points, respectively.
Yet, where the most prominent similar-
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A championship win in February
may very well turn into a championship win in April. Just like two years
ago. \u25a0

For more photos of Boston ColleB e s
Beanpot championship win, visit
'

www.bcheights.com/sports.

Inconsistency continues to
bring down men's basketball
By Nick Loury
For The Heights

It only takes one word to describe the
Boston College men's basketball team:
inconsistent. The same squad that beat
No. 21Clemson, Miami, and nearly beat
No. 10 Duke, also lost to Harvard, St.
Joseph's, and Maine.
The Eagles' success depends on how
effectively they are able to shoot the ball.
In their wins, the Eagles have shot 49
percent from the field compared to just
41 percent in losses.
While an eight percent discrepancy
may not seem like much, it is the difference between BC being 12-12 or potentially 20-4. Hitting eight percent more
field goals would mean scoring almost 13
more points per game, enough to surpass
the margin in eight of the Eagles' 12
losses. To further illustrate the importance of just eight percent, BC would
be among the top 10 shooting teams in
the country when it wins, but ranks just
243rd in its losses.
During the Eagles' 92-85 loss to
Wake Forest Tuesday night, their offensive struggles were exacerbated by the
absence ofjoe Trapani, who did not play
due to illness. Tyler Roche replaced Trapani in the starting lineup and scored a
career-high 31 points, but in many ways,
his individual performance mirrored the
play of the team as a whole.
Roche started the game hot. scoring
15 points in the first 10 minutes, but was

then held to just two points in the following 20 minutes.
The Eagles kept the game close until
the four-minute mark of the first half,
when the Demon Deacons pushed their
lead to 11. Wake Forest started the second half where they left off and never
relinquished control of the game. The
Eagles were unable to create offense
when they needed it most, often taking
long jump shots early in the shot clock
that clanged off the rim.
Reliance on jump shots and one-onone offense has become a theme for BC
this year. Tliis strategy puts tremendous
emphasis on the production of jump
shooters, which explains the disparity
in field goal percentage in its wins and
losses. This kind of offense reduces the
role of post players, who are often left
to chase rebounds. BC's top six scorers
are primarily perimeter players, with
the exception of Corey Raji, who, not
surprisingly, leads the team in offensive
rebounds.
Underscoring BC's one-dimensional
offense was the well-rounded play of
Wake Forest, which shot 72.4 percent
from the field in the first half and dominated inside, outscoring BC 46 to 28 in
the paint.
Instead of taking turns individually
trying to beat the defense, the Demon
Deacons displayed an effective arsenal
of pick and rolls and kick outs. They
also showed the ability to turn defense
into points, accumulating 18 fast-break

points to BC's six.

In the end, what made the biggest
difference was Wake Forest's ability
to avoid going long stretches without
points. Its consistency is a direct result
of a versatile offense that does not put
the burden on any one player to score
all the time.
It is telling that during Roche's cold
streak. Wake extended its lead from four
to 13 points. Yet when the senior found
Ms shooting stroke again, scoring seven
points in a four-and-a-half-minute
stretch, the Eagles cut the lead from 16
to eight. No one, however, could consistently carry the offense or defense in the
final five minutes, allowing Wake Forest
to coast to its seven-point victory.
Unlike last year, the Eaglewws do not
have Tyrese Rice to carry the offense
every game. Reggie Jackson has shown
flashes of that ability, but he is still too
young and too raw to be counted on
consistently. Many times, the Eagles
were simply too passive, working the
ball around the perimeter, waiting for
a defensive breakdown or for the shot
clock to wind down before rushing a
forced shot.
To overcome its inconsistency, BC
needs to diversify its offense to include
more set plays to share the responsibility
for scoring.
Until that happens, the Eagles will
continue to be a team we can never entirely rely upon, capable of losing to, or
beating, any team in the country. \u25a0

Ishmael Smith and Wake Forest have no trouble gettingby Reggie Jackson and BC on Tuesday.

Defense sleepwalks
in Wake Forest loss
Dreadful Defense, from AlO

GET INTO THE BALLGAME.
Write for SPORTS.

Meetings are at 5 p.m. on Sunday in the
Eagle's Nest. E-mail sports@bcheigrits.com
with any questions or concerns.

But to blame the trio of Southern,
Dunn, and Ravenel exclusively would
be unfair. Some of those easy buckets
were the result of BC's lack of hustle in
transition, a problem that the Eagles
havebeen combating for some time now.
The number of fast break opportunities
the Deacons created
or more aptly,
the Eagles gave them was one of the
contributing factors in their ability to
run away with the game. They outseorcd
BC 18-6 on fast breaks, including a 12-4
advantage in the first half.
BC was forced to abandon the 1-2-2
half-court press it had utilized so well
in the previous three games because the
Demon Deacon guards were too quick.
The Eagles' press doesn't force many
turnovers, but it does slow the opposition down because they can't set up their
offense immediately.
Because they had to stop pressing, the
Eagles were exposed in the half court.
Wake was constantly able to drive around
-

-

the BC guards because they didn't move
their feet quickly enough to deny theball
handlers lanes to the basket. The Eagles
weren't able to recognize screens quickly
cither, as their poor defensive rotation
gave Wake open shots from the perimeter
throughout the night. The hosts shot
five of 10 from deep in the first, thanks
in large part to all the uncontested looks
they were allowed.
"We were just slow reacting in the
first half, whether it was the screen-androll, and some of their big fellows made
some threes, and they just got into a
rhythm," Skinner said. "They just got
real comfortable, and we didn't defend
particularly well."
Although BC's ACC opponents have
been shooting poorly from distance
(29.6 percent), it's not for want of open
looks. The Eagles have been leaving
men uncovered all season they've just
failed to capitalize. When opponents do
exploit BC's defensive weaknesses, like
Wake did on Tuesday, the Eagles can't
-

compete.

\u25a0
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The Week Ahead

Standings

Men's hoops has anotherchancetosave
face, this time at FSU. The women host
Wake to try tokeep upward momentum.

Paul Sulzer

12-3

Maegan O'Rourke

10-5

Heights staff

9-6

Zach Wielgus

8-7

Men's hockey hosts Lowell while the
women head to Maine. The game of the
week is a Champions League match
between Man U and AC Milan.

9

BC notes

Recap from Last Week
John Muse won Beanpot MVP as BC
took the title. The women managed
a tie against BU in the consolation
game. Women's hoops upset mighty
Duke, while the men fell just short.
The Saints won the Super Bowl, our
game of the week.

Baseball

Guest Editor:
Danny Martinez
Marketplace Editor

"Can Manchester United score?

-

...

They

always score!"

Mickey Wiswall, a junior infielder on the Boston College
baseball team, was recently named to the Baseball America
Preseason All-America Second Team. As a sophomore last seasort, he hit a team-leading 14 home runs and 63 RBIs. He was
also fourth on the team in batting average (.320) and was one
of only two Eagles to start all 60 games.
Fellowjunior Kevin Moran, a right-handed relief pitcher, also
recently received recognition by being named to the initial watch
list for National Collegiate Baseball Writers Association Stopper
of the Year Award. Moran finished last season with a 5-2 record
and a 2.75 ERA over 52.1 innings of work.
The Eagles now get set to play their opening day game on
Feb. 19 against Tulane in New Orleans.
'

Men's Fencing
Zach Wielgus
Sports Editor

This Week's Games

Maegan O'Rourke
Assoc. Sports Editor

Paul Sulzer
Asst. Sports Editor

Danny Martinez
Marketplace Editor

Men's Basketball: Boston College at Florida State

fsu

fsu

fsu

fsu

Women's Basketball: Wake Forest at Boston College

Wake Forest

BC

BC

Wake Forest

Men's Hockey: Boston College vs. UMass Lowell (series)

Split

Split

BC

BC

Women's Hockey: Boston College at Maine (series)

BC

BC

BC

Maine

Champions League: Manchester United at AC Milan

Machester United

Manchester United

Manchester United

Manchester United

The Boston College men's fencing team handily defeated four
straight opponents before falling to Sacred Heart in its final meet
of the season on Monday night at Tufts University. The Eagles
topped UMass-Amherstfirst (22-5), UNH second (18-10), then BU
(20-7), and finally Tufts (18-9), before succumbing to conference
champions, Sacred Heart, 17-10.
BC sophomore Peter Souders held off his opponents for a
perfect 9-0 record in the meet, but the Eagles' final loss ultimately
dropped them out of a three-way tie forfirst place with Sacred Heart
and Brown and into a third-place standing in their conference.

Stack and Schaus achieve the Olympic dream
Stack and Schaus, from AlO
The team consists of 21 women who
range in age from 20 to 31 and come from
all over the country. "We've all pretty much
known each other since the 2008 World
team, so we get along great," Stack said.
While groat chemistry exists between
all the members of the team. Schaus and
Stack both agree that they have enjoyed
having someone from their own college
accompany them on the journey. "We've
been on the same U.S. team for the past
two years," Schaus said. "It's been awesome having a great friend on the team."
While two friends have been enjoying
the unpredictable ride of representing
their country in the Vancouver Games and
preparing to take on the world's elite, BC
head coach Katie King had to figure out
how to replace two of her best players.
She knew she would be missing her leading goal-scorer and starting goaltender of
2008 when the season began, and the void

has not been filled easily.
"I think this year we realized how
much we relied on them previously," King
said. "Whenever we needed a big goal or
big save, we looked to Kelli and Molly."
King's team has gone 5-15-10 this season
in their absence.
Those 30 games far exceed the total
that Team USA has played so far, and
Stack and Schaus have had to seriously
adjust from the college schedule to that
of the Olympics. "We don't play as many
games with Team USA as in the Hockey
East, so we have to push ourselves in
practice," Schaus said.
The team practiced until November,
when it traveled to Finland to compete in
the Four Nations tournament. Team USA
won the tournament, but Stack pulled her
groin and needed to rest from practice despite notching two goals in the championship game. Upon returning from the injury,
she suffered another setback, pulling her
hip flexor. Despite the nagging injuries,

Slack said she will be at full strength when
the Olympics open tomorrow night.
Though Stack and Schaus have competed in the Hockey East, one of the top
conferences in the country, they both
acknowledged that the international game
took competition to another level. "It's
great playing other countries, but it gets
a bit faster," Schaus said. "You have to be
on your toes and take whatever they give
you," Stack added.
Team USA's first-round pool in Vancouver features match -tips against China,
Russia, and Finland. China is returning
from an eight-year hiatus from the Winter
Olympics, and its head coach has admitted to shooting for a sixth-place finish.
"We really want to go out there and play
our game, not down to the competition."
Stack said.
Stack and the rest of Team USA,
however, will not have a Cakewalk to the
gold medal podium. Russia qualified for
the Games by winning the 2008 World
Championships, while Finland won the
Winter Olympics in 2006. This will mark
the first Olympic Games for both Stack
and Schaus. and they each have kept in
contact with King, whether to seek advice
or just check in. "They call once a week or
so, and I always tell them to go into the
Olympics with confidence," King said.
Ever since their arrival at BC, King
knew the two ladies had the potential to
be great. "We're always looking to recruit
girls with the kind of talent that can propel them to the next level," she said. "We
certainly miss their high-caliber talent
and leadership this year, but I think it's
great for the program to see Olympians
coming out of our program."
As the first game against China on
Valentine's Day draws near, their excitement levels continue to rise
and sometimes it's about more than playing on the
world's biggest stage. Stack admitted to
looking forward to all the free clothing she
will get, and King said she always lovedthe
opening ceremonies.
Despite her confidence, Schaus pointed out that she always gets jitters when
she puts on her Team USA jersey. "You
-

Goaltender Molly Schaus stopped 93.8 percent of the shots that came her way in 2008-09.

Forward Kelli Stack recorded 26 goals and 36 assists in 35 gamesfor Boston College last year.
grow up watching people wear the Team
USA jersey," she said. "It's almost hard to
put in words when you see one with your
name on it."
Though absent from BC this year, both
Stack and Schaus will return next year to
finish out their careers as Eagles. "I was
back a few weeks ago, and I realized how
much I missed everything at college,"
Stack said. "I'm looking forward to getting
back next year."
"Coming back and getting to play at
BC again will be an amazing end to an
amazing journey," Schaus added.
Although they are eager to skate in
Kelley Rink again, the two Eagles are at
the forefront of women's hockey, playing in
the Olympic limelight. Stack and Schaus
have climbed to the pinnacle of women's
hockeyby reaching Vancouver.
"Without any kind of professional
league, this is it for us," Stack said. "We're

not out there making millions of dollars,
so a gold medal would be about the coolest thing ever."
King wholeheartedly agrees, and knows
from personal experience. She has been a

part of three Olympic squads and helped
coach the U-18 Team USA. "Winning that
gold in Nagano was a once-in-a-lifetime
experience," she said. "Because we have
no pro league, it makes it all that much
sweeter."
When asked about the prospect of
bringing home an Olympic gold medal,
both Stack and Schaus couldn't contain
their excitement. "It would be a once-ina-lifetime experience," Schaus echoed.
"IfI won the g01d... I probably wouldn't
take it off for the first couple of weeks,"
Stack said.
After leaving the comfortable confines
of her college life for a chance to play for
her country, who could blame her?
«

Women Tie Terriers Glitz aside, tune in to the Olympics
something other than the beginning of
a bizarre joke.
Recently, many have put the modern
version of the Olympics under a harsh
light. Certainly, the producersbehind
the Games have exceedingly high
product placement capabilities according to the Web site, the American
team will kick off the opening ceremony bedecked in specially designed
Ralph Lauren tracksuits, with blaring
white polos monogrammed onto their
Michelin man coats. David Atkins, the
executive producer of the Olympics,
however, has already warned the public
through his interview in Esquire that
the opening ceremony won't be the
brouhaha of multicolored lasers and
synchronized acrobats that Beijing
sununarily owned the rest of the world
with two years ago.
That doesn't mean Vancouver will
be without the glitz. Trite moments
will be an expected constant, the overly-glamorized idolatry of the torch
ceremony will be a usual staple, and
plenty of contrived moments will fill
screens all over the world. Attempts
to stir some sort ofblind American
pride mingled with competitive rage
will be made. Even so, take this time
to appreciate, at the most basic level,
the skills of the world's most talented
athletes. Don't get bogged down
in sarcastic cynicism. Put Costas
on mute if you have to. Disregard
the melodramatic symphony in the
background. Grab a refreshing snack
from the kitchen while oddly jingoistic
commercials rage on in the screen.
-

Kristen House
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women's ice hockey team played to a 1-1 tie against
Boston University in the consolation game of the women's
Beanpot. Senior AllieThunstrom deflected Shannon
Webster's shot to score for the Eagles. Goalie Kiera Kingston
recorded 32 saves for BC, but allowed BU's tying goal on a
Terrier power play. To read the full story, visit www.bcheights.
com/sports.

Come within 1,000 feet of NBC. and
you'll notice that the Winter Olympics
in Vancouver are coming in for a landing tomorrow night. How can you tell?
The words "greatness," "glory," and
"gold" are sprinkled into every minutiae of the station, from figure skating
to limited edition Coca Cola bottles
and Bob Costas T-shirts being bandied
about on the Internet (OK, not really).
There are intense Carmina Burana
knock-off tunes in the background of
every preview, with scenic shots of jagged mountain peaks and slick ice rinks.
If you didn't know it already, America,
it is winter, and the Olympians artcoming.
In this chapter of the Winter Olympics, our neighbors to the North are
picking up the hosting duties. Already,
a gaggle of übcr-figure skaters, speed
skaters, curlers, hockey players, and alpine skiers from all over the world have

made themselves at home. At the heart,
the spirit of the Olympics is like a two
and a half weeklong recess with all the
most aggressive type-A personalities
proving just how exhibitionist they can
be. I can imagine that this is one of
the few times that a figure skater and
a curler can walk into a bar together as

Stay far, far away from the Olympians
tweeting online.
Despite all this, despite the fact
that you can visualize every NBC
executive peeing their pants with
excitement at the prospect of increased
ratings, I'm still harboring a childlike
excitement for the Olympics if only
because they encourage us to appreciate athleticism, healthy competitive spirit, and a break from society's
isolation m.o. Whenever you listen to
an athlete's interview, they all immediately jump to thank their families,
-

their coaches, and everyone else who

supported them on their road to the
national stage. When you couple this
genuine emotion with the unscripted
ease of being physically on top of the
world (whether it's a perfect triple lutz
or a gravity-defying double cork in
snowboarding), it's hard to maintain a
grumpy tuimel vision on the petty and
trite.
Everyone may be thinking that the
Olympics are curling themselves down
a palh of good intentions to the fiery

pit of tacky hell, but I believe that
there's just as good a reason, if not
more, to put your faith in the events
in Vancouver. Have a little faith. Tune
into the Winter Olympics tomorrow at

7:30 p.m. Just don't be surprised if ydu
start describing everything in your life
in terms of "glory," "gold," and "greatness
it's infectious.
"

Kristen House is the arts editor of The
Heights. She can be reached at sports@
bcheights.com.
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BC brings Beanpot home a

Honoring

fallen

Terrier

Andrew Klokiw
Every Superfan holds one truth to be
more self-evident than all the others:
We don't like Boston University. That's
how it always has been, and that's how
it will be for the foreseeablefuture.
Monday evening's 58th Beanpot
championship game, pitting the two
Boston-area powerhouses against
each another, was just one more clash

displaying the mutual dislike between
BC and BU, and the game itself didn't

disappoint.
But one student was not present
to witness the contest. Last Thursday
morning, BU sophomore Michael DeVito passed away from heart complications, leaving thousands of mourners to

Although Boston University pulled within one goal with 2:46 remaining, Boston College erupted in celebration after it held off theTerriers' rally. It was the 15th time BC has won the Beanpot.

BOSTON ? The difference was evident to everyone
watching: coaches, teammates, and fans included. Even to
his opponents, goaltender John
Boston College 4
Muse looked like a man possessed in this year's Beanpot.
Boston Unlv. 3
Boston College's junior goaltender made 31 saves in the Beanpot championship game
against Boston University on Monday night, backstopping the Eagles to their 15th Beanpot title. Muse, just
a year removed from experiencing one of the toughest
losses of his career in the tournament, captured both the
Beanpot MVP and Eberle Trophy (awarded for the highest save percentage) at the conclusion ofBC's 4-3 win.
"There's a noticeable difference this year compared
to last year," said BU defenseman Eric Gryba, referencing Muse's Beanpot performance. A season ago, Muse
allowed six goals on 24 shots in a first-round loss. But
this season, the goaltender allowed just three goals on
67 shots in two games to complete the about-face in
Boston's annual tournament.
"John is a competitor," said teammate and BC captain Matt Price. "He wants to play, he wants to win, he
wants to log those minutes. He worked really hard over

the summer, putting in extra hours and doing those
extra things he needed to do to get back to the shape
he wanted to be in."
Muse, who played last season with a torn labrum in
his hip, had surgery over the summer and is just now
getting close to full strength. "I think any time you have
a hip operation, it's a majorsurgery," said BC head coach
Jerry York. "He was on crutches eight full weeks, and
he keeps on telling me, 'I feel very, very good Coach, I
feel more flexible.'"
The East Falmouth, Mass., native withstood a flurry
ofBU shots in the third period after the Terriers closed
the margin to 4-3. In total, he made 13 saves in the period, perhaps none more impressive than his last, which
came with less than a minute remaining and an extra
BU attacker on the ice. Terriers' forward Nick Bonino
collected his own rebound in the crease and had a clear
shot on goal, but Muse stuffed the scoring chance with
a left leg save before covering up the puck.
"Hats off to him," Gryba said. "He came in and played
really well. It's always a challenge to play a goaltender
who is on top of his game."
Muse's MVP performance should serve as a confidence booster for a player who, until recently, had
struggled to regain his freshman form when he compiled
a 25-11-8 record, 2.20 goals-against average, .921 save

percentage, and backstopped a national title.
"Hopefully, we are past the area of concern," York
said, referencing Muse's recovery. "[John] practices really
hard, and the surgery has been a success for us."

"It's nice to be playing well, and I've been playing well
the last few games," said Muse, whose record now stands
at 11-6-2. "The trophies are more for my defensemen too.
A lot of those rebounds, they clear out of the way. I didn't
do it all by myself, and Ithink we played team defense in
the two games we played in the tournament."
It is a defense that continues to mature as the season
progresses. Three freshmen are among the top six defensemen, and consequently, York has turned more to his
veteran netminder recently instead of freshman Parker
Milner. Now armed with his coach's confidence, Muse's
numbers have improved. He now has a 2.40 goals-against
average and a .912 save percentage.
Just as importantly, Muse gained the confidence of
his teammates. Talk to any of them, and they believe
Muse's performance in the Beanpot is not only a reflection of the hard work he's put into the team but also an
indicator of the coining months.
"Some guys use the summer as an offseason, but John
didn't," Price said. "He worked as hard as ever, and it
shows. He's playing unbelievable, and I don't expect
anything less." \u25a0

Stack, Schaus leave BC to
compete for Team USA
Adam Rose
For The Heights
By

Two current Eagles have traded in their
maroon and gold jerseys for red, white, and
blue ones.
Forward Kelli Stack and goaltender Molly
Schaus will represent not only Boston College
but also the United States when they compete
as members of Team USA in women's hockey
at the Winter Olympics, which start tomorrow
night at 7:30 p.m.
"It's been my number one dream since
I was 10 years old to play in the Olympics,"
Stack said.
Nearly six months ago, the girls' journey to
Vancouver began. Stack and Schaus received
invitations to travel to Minnesota for tryouts.
There, the women split into two squads and
competed for a week, hoping to earn a spot on
Team USA.
"After that first week, they made cuts,"
Schaus said. "It was a very stressful time, but
after cuts, we started to relax." Both Stack and
Schaus survived those cuts and began their
training.

9

See Stack and Schaus, A

Demon Deacons dominate awful defense
By Paul

Sulzer

Asst. Sports Editor

post, where the Eagles havelacked capable defenders since Tyrelle Blair graduated in 2008. Josh Southern, Cortney
Dunn, and Evan Ravenel have struggled
to establish themselves as reliable
guardians of the basket. Compounding
the problems down low are the needless
fouls the big men pick up, which stretches
an already thin bench even thinner. BC
finished the game with 21 fouls to Wake's
11. The Eagle big men are making the effort to become more consistent, judging
by their hustle whenever they play, but
they're not getting' it done just yet.

After starting the season on a rebounding tear, the Eagles have lost the
battle for boards in three straight games.
Their opponent in each (Florida State,
Duke, and Wake Forest) had a true center capable of picking up rebounds on
critical misses, which BC does not. The
three leading rebounders on the team
are 6-7 Joe Trapani, 6-6 Corey Raji, and
6-3 Reggie Jackson. This list is noticeably devoid of any true power forwards
or centers.

See Dreadful Defense, A

sports@bcheights.com.

The glitz and glory of the Olympics

The Winter Olympics open in Vancouver this
Friday and are guaranteed to be great
A

9

THIS ISSUE

It's looking a lot like 2008
BC's Beanpot Championship shows the team
is back to national title form
A

8

IN SIDE SPORTS

-

Andrew Klokiw is a freshman in the College
of Arts S3 Sciences. He can be reached at
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Scoring 85 points in a college basketball game is usually enough to win pretty
convincingly. When a team's defense
is as porous as
Wake Forest
92
Boston College's
Boston College 85
was at Wake Forest on Tuesday night, this axiom is put to
the test. Despite reaching their highest
point total in ACC play so far this season,
the Eagles fell to the Demon Deacons,
92-85.

The BC defense in the first half was
nothing short of abysmal. Wake Forest's
offense became a glorified layup drill.
The Demon Deacons shot an absurd
72.4 percent on their way to 50 points,
and they outscored the Eagles 30-8 in
the paint. If Tyler Roche hadn't caught
fire from beyond the arc, the game could
easily have become a blowout.
"I mean, when a team shoots 70
percent, you aren't offering much defensively," said BC head coach Al Skinner to
reporters after the game.
The obvious problem is in the low

Editors' Picks
BC Notes

A
A
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By David Amstutz
Heights Senior Staff

wonder what he could've done with his
life. I attended the same high school as
Mike in the small, close-knit town of
Rye, N.Y.
It's the type of place where the cliche
of "everyone knowing everyone else"
truly applies, but Mike took this slogan
a step further. Reading my former classmates' memories of Mike, I realized
that his influence in our hometown had
been far greater than that of an average
Rye graduate. Everyone in Rye knew and
loved him for his perpetually positive
demeanor, as well as his sense of humor
and outstanding dancing skills. He was
not one of my best friends, but nonetheless, I, too, am feeling the presence of a
hole in my life inboth Rye and Boston,
where Mike had left his mark in less
than two years at BU.
Emerging from Mike's memorial
mass at BU's Marsh Chapel on Sunday evening, I knew that I would not
be attending the following day's final.
It would not have been right to berate
Terrier fans knowing that they would be
missing one of their most lively members.
Feeling melancholy on Monday
night, I opted to stay home and watch
BC take down BU in an incredible
hockey game. Seeing Chris Kreider embarrass Max Nicastro and beat goaltender Kieran Millan with the No. 1 play on
SportsCenter's Top 10 was barely enough
to elicit more than a muted celebration.
Rather than being nervous as I
watched BU come back in the third
period, I felt a wave of sadness as I
thought of Mike not being at the TD
Garden to witness his team push to tie
the game. Finally, seeing John Muse triumphantly hoist the Beanpot trophy as
the tournament MVP, I could think of
nothing other than the absence of Mike.
Michael DeVito transcended the hard
lines ofrivalry between BC and BU with
his obvious likeability. Often the term
"popular" is used to describe the boy or
girl in school who has the best-looking,
most athletic friends, but Mike truly
defined what it meant to be popular. I
know for a fact that there was not one
individual in Rye or Boston who held any
type of grudge against Mike, and with
that in mind, I've decided to revise my
thoughts from the top of this column.
Here at BC, one less Superfan holds
BU in contempt. This game, to borrow
a time-tested sports adage, "was much
more than just a game." That Mike was
a BU student in no way made him an
enemy to anyone wearing maroon and
gold on Monday evening. To me, Monday's match-up represented a celebration of Mike and his life, and it made me
realize that BU doesn't have to be the
bane of my existence merely because its
situated a mile down Comm. Ave.
For the next four years, every time
I attend a BC-BU contest, I will not
be cursing Millan, David Warsofsky, or
Terrier fans. Rather, I will use each of
these heated match-ups to revere the
memory of Michael Peter Devito and
each of the short 19 years he lived with
a smile wide enough to brighten even
worst of days.
There is one reason now why I can
confidently say it doesn't "Suck to BU"
because it was. is, and will always be,
Mike's school.
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It's July 18, 2008, at 5:20 p.m.
My friend Meredith and I have just

cleared through the customs-like
atmosphere, and are now fighting
our way toward theater one for an
opening night showing of The Dark
Knight. As we enter the theater for
the 6:00 p.m. showing (note: we
are 40 minutes early at this point,
far before the reel of kitschy star
quotes and anagrams of Saving
Private Ryan can infiltrate the
screen), we find the seats to be
mostly packed already.
Right off the bat, this eliminates the hope of snagging my alltime favorite seats in the theater
the very last row to the left
and we immediately launch into
worst-case scenario-style thinking.
Will we have to split up? I eye the
gaggle of 7-year-olds who fancy
themselves mature enough to
handle the Joker. I fight the urge
to throw my Pucker Patch Children
(my home theater has odd knockoffs of the mainstream sweets) at
their heads.
We end up in the middle-right
of the middle section with the
aisle seats. Meredith snags the
seat next to the aisle, and I slide
in next to her. As I hit the seat
cushion, the wiry, black-haired
guy next to me looks at me and
says', "So I just peeled an orange
over your seat. Just a heads up."
My feet crackle through congealed orange juice in response.
Dark Knight was not off to a good
start. By the time the feature
presentation kicks off, Juicy Juice
proceeds to guffaw at the creepiest moments Knight has to offer,
including a scene where one of
the pseudo-Batmans dangles from
a skyscraper from a noose and
smacks into a plate glass window.
The stuff of comedic gold, clearly.
Sometimes the audience at the
movies or really at any production is just as noteworthy as the
thing itself. A screening of Walk
the Line a month after its release
with my mom yielded a median
age of about 70, with many eschewing the concept of watching
the previews, and focusing instead
on a spread of the New York Times
and - I kid you not - their picnic
basket of prepared food.
/ Love You Beth Cooper was
impossible to focus on, not only
because of the main actor (who
had the emotional depth of a
piece of cheesecake), but also
because of the eclectic collection
of miscreants hell bent on making
themselves heard. Directly to my
left, a row of 12-year-olds dangled
their feet over the seat next to
my head so that my peripheral
vision was treated to a chorus
line of Converse shoes and Ugg
boots. To my right was a girl who
fancied herself Anne Landers with
the amount of advice that she was
verbally vomiting at the screen.
In a much earlier instance, I accompanied my parents and brother
to see Titanic in a sardine-pile of a
movie experience. As Jack dangled
from a door and Rose's lips turned
blue, all I heard was "Hey
hey
Millie! You set with those Skittles?
Oh man, do I have to pee. You
want any more popcorn?" You just
watched a significant amount of
1912-ers bite the dust (too ironic?)
and all you can think about is a
bag of skittles? Later, there was
the group of rowdy 10-year-olds
who held up balloons during
the majority of Pokemon (Pika!
Char! Char!), and beyond that
the 6-year-old kid who fixated on
watching me cry during the first 15
minutes of Up!
Thus, a movie audience can
be like that token goodie bag
from a childhood birthday party.
Sometimes they suck. Sometimes
they have bells, whistles, and old
people reading the newspaper
with basket dinners. Sometimes a
creepy kid next to you peeled an
orange over your seat. The fact
of the matter is, silence may be
golden, but the non-silent characters can give you just as much of a
prime story as the big, giant, silver

WITH KRYSIA WAZNY
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lE*Trade

Baby "Girlfriend." The ETrade Baby
made his debut during Super Bowl XLII, and since
then he has endeared himself to the hearts of
American investors and viewers alike. This year, online
investment's favorite tot found himself in some hot water,
and not just because the Dow Jones Industrial Average
dropped below 10,000 points. If only his adorable girlfriend had refrained from name calling, his relationship
portfolio might still be in the black. Alas, that "milky"
Lindsey couldn't take it any longer and made her presence known in what was clearly an exclusive Skype-date.

-

-

2Doritos

-

"Casket." How would you like

to

Emerald Nuts and Pop Secret "Awesome +
Awesome Awesomer!" Some viewers may have
felt that this commercial was on the intellectually-challenged side, but it certainly entertains. Would
it have been bettering on LSD? Probably. However, it Was
spot on in the tradition of Emerald Nuts ads, providing an
incredibly random situation and relating it to the product.
Check out the "Encouraging Norwegians" if you need
further proof. If you have never wondered what the world
would be like if humans performed dolphin tricks, you're
probably normal. But, I say, why not? Let's get aquatic!
-
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screen.

Kristen House is the Arts 6 Review editor for The Heights. She can be reached
at arts@bcheights.com.

On the Pulse of Fashion:
Little Tavi Gevinson, is a tween
blogger too much?
The fashion armies descended on Paris two
weekends ago for the commencement of spring
couture fashion week. Slender, leggy and
cloaked in head-to-toe black, editors, stylists, and journalists, among others, marched
from runway to runway in heels of skyscraper
heights, hidden behind dark sunglasses and
hoards of assistants garnered from of years
Carrie McMahon
working their way up the industry ladder.
Yet, one stylish soldier seems to have broken all the rules this fashion week. At 13-years-old, Tavi Gevinson is the latest frontrow fixture. She started her career atage 11 with her blog "Style Rookie" and was
shot to fashion world stardom after a profile of her appeared in the New York Times
Magazine. With her signature round glasses and penchant for crazy hats a la Isabella
Blow, Tavi has become not only a recognized blogger, but also a muse for prominent
designers like the Rodarte sisters.
Since her debut, she has appeared on countless Web sites, on the cover of Pop and
Love Magazine, reviewed collections for Harper's Bazaar, and starred in a short documentary-style video on Vogue's Style.com. She has scored coveted front row seats
for shows such as Dior's this past Monday and schmoozed with celebrities at exclusive
parties from New York City to Paris.
As amusing as the young style star is, many doubt her credibility as a serious fashion journalist, which brings up some interesting questions that apply to workers in
any field. Where do we draw the line between getting a head start and being a childish joke? Furthermore, if one is deemed a child star in any industry, is this helpful
or hurtful in their hopes of attaining a serious career in the future? Employers want
employees with experience, references, and connections, and while no doubt Tavi
will have all of these at her disposal when it comes to finding her niche in the fashion
world, for now, it seems kind of ridiculous to read her blog as if it were up to par
with mainstream blogs, written by professionals of respected magazines.
In time, though, perhaps after some formal journalism training, Tavi could probably make a decent fashion journalist. Still, the question remains: Will she be taken
seriously? It's hard to tell whether she will be greeted with open arms as the new and
improved Tavi, or rejected and thrown aside like so many child actors before her. She
may be basking in her fame now, but it seems that taking the time to cultivate a true
talent and extensive body of work, off which she can build a life-long career, would
be better than burning out after 15 minutes of fame. Tavi may seem like a superstar
now, but it's also possible that, like all things in fashion, she is just a fad. The next
generation of industry leaders will be made up of those that are currently taking the
time to learn their craft and waiting to unleash it on the world once it has fully matured. Everyone must decide when to stop playing student and take the plunge into
the industry of his/her choice, but it is becoming clear just how crucial this timing
is - peak too early and the ability to be taken seriously flies out the window, but of
course, peak too late and run the risk of an empty resume.

Carrie McMahon is editorial assistant

ION CAMPUS

OFF CAMPUS

FRENCH FILM FESTIVAL
Higgins 300, 7 p.m.

O POSITIVE
House of Blues, 7 p.m.

ASIAN JOURNEYS
McMullen Museum

NEON INDIAN
Great Scott, 8:30 p.m.

CSA / KSA CULTURE SHOW

DRAGO

Robsham Theater, 7 p.m.

Great Scott, 7 p.m.

ASIAN JOURNEYS
McMullen Museum

SHUTTLE
Middle East, 7 p.m.

OLAA CULTURE SHOW
Robsham Theater, 7 p.m.

OLD JACK
Lizard Lounge, 8:30 p.m.

WIND ENSEMBLE
Gasson 100, 8 p.m.

TEGAN AND SARA
Orpheum Theater, 7 p.m.

SASA CULTURE SHOW
Robsham Theater, 5 p.m.

BEEKEEPER
Passim, 7:30 p.m.

-

lounge around eating free Doritos, watching football, and skipping work for a week?
Sounds pretty appealing, right? Just make sure you
don't writhe around enthusiastically in your casket. A
funeral goes horribly awry when the honored guest's
dying wish for "a jumbo casket full of Doritos" turns
out surprisingly to be just a clever attempt at playing
hooky. Luckily, a mourner hears his cue and jumps up
with the standard, "It's a miracle!" line. It is a little
cliche, but it's creative, and I'm a sucker for that sort
of thing.
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o/The Heights. She welcomes comments

MURDER

Great Scott, 8:30 p.m.

Chris Dewey's
Curious childhood:
The debates of our time

Chris Dewey
Coke vs. Pepsi. Boxers vs.
briefs. The Beatles vs. any other
band. Life often presents us with
tough decisions when we must
choose one product over another. These various distinctions
shape who we are and the kind
of people with whom we align
ourselves. We integrate these
discriminations to form a sort of
pop culture identity. For most of
us, this process began 20 or so
years ago, when we first decided
to consume certain products and
brands at the expense of others.
Being the dork that I am, the
first cultural arena that springs
to mind is video gaming. Before
the dawn of the Sony PlayStation, video gamers were more
or less forced to choose among
a small number of available
consoles. Unless you were fortunate (spoiled) enough to live
in a household with more than
one system, you typically owned
a Sega Genesis or a Nintendo
/ Super Nintendo. For much of
the late '80s and early '90s,
the two companies battled for
supremacy, with Mario carrying
the Nintendo banner and Sonic
the Hedgehog representing the
Sega camp. When the dust had
cleared, Nintendo emerged as
the winner of the nerdy, technological war. Nintendo has even
managed to acquire many of the
brand names associated with
Sega. Keep your eyes peeled for
"Mario £t Sonic at the Olympic
Winter Games" on the Wii.
Another dichotomy that divided children of our generation
was the Legos / K'Nex debate.
While some of you might wish to
place Lincoln Logs in the same
league, the other two were

clearly the dominating building
block toys of the '90s. Legos
were traditionally stacked in
various arrangements to create
buildings, vehicles, and other
random structures that stood
alongside small, yellow figurine
characters. K'Nex were fairly

different in design. Mainly colorful plastic tubes that snapped
together in a variety of patterns, K'Nex sets tended to be
larger, more abstract, and considerably less fun to play with.
Today, the Lego brand would
seem to be the clear winner.
Between featuring products in
video games and signing licensing agreements with the people
behind the Star Wars, Batman,
Indiana Jones, and Harry Potter
franchises, Lego has cemented
itself as a timeless brand in our
society.
A final dominion of childhood
consumer discrimination lay in

cartoon programming. Though
there was a wide breadth of
cartoons available to us, an
unspoken competition always
lay between the Mickey Mouse
and Bugs Bunny characters.
More violent, cynical, and selfreferential, Bugs, Daffy, Wile E.
Coyote, and the crew at Warner
Brothers always provided a
more irreverent edge compared
to the animated folks over at
Disney. Still, there is no denying
the endearing appeal of such
classic figures as Donald Duck,
Goofy, and Pluto. Both of these
franchises remain intact, with
neither one edging out the
other. It is tough to claim one
was more relevant, but I will
say this: Space Jam is an awesome movie.
Our lifestyle and consumer
preferences still shape our
identity today. PC vs. Mac.
iPhone vs. Blackberry. Newton
vs. Upper. The list goes on. Admittedly, nearly all distinctions
are entirely trivial. In comparison to religious or political
debates, it is hard to make a
case that the rivalries described
above actually produced any
serious tension. More often
than not, people don't let their
pop culture preferences inhibit
them from forming friendships.
If Boston Red Sox fans and New
York Yankees admirers can
live together peacefully and
become best friends, anything
is possible.
Chris Dewey is a staff columnist foi
The Heights. He can be reached ai
arts&bcheigh ts.com.
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Kristen House

VIDEOS
ON
VERGE
THE

Crowd
control to
Major Tom

Did you catch the Super Bowl Sunday?- Just
the commercials? As the Saints headed for a
historic victory, many focused not on the
teams struggling for glory, but rather
Bk the promise of laughs in between. For
B\ years, those dissatisfied with the result
B\ of the game have found solace in the
gAm entertainment and shock value of
I particularly hilarious ads. And for $3
I million per 30 seconds of airtime,
these companies better hope they
a few chuckles. This year's
provide
I
batch of commercials raised some
questions among viewers. Does the
U.S. Census actually need to advertise?
AT Is Google targeting women? Does freeing Willy constitute a bachelor party? Is
Stevie Wonder really blind? Maybe if we all
dish out $3 million we can find the answers.
Until then, sit back and enjoy watching babies
talk, men wear no pants, and Betty White get
pulverized into the mud.

_______2s^^_houseka@bc.edu
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Grand Gesture

How to

Avenge Your Ex

By

Kristen House
Arts & Review Editor

By

Allison Therrien
Asst. Arts & Review Editor

By

When I was nine, the song "Absolutely(Story of a Girl)" broke onto the
radio and (more importantly) broke onto the Disney Channel scene. As
my tender heart passed out "FaxMe" and "I Do" Neccos to everyone in
class (obviously it was mandatory and we couldn't leave anyone out),
I tried to grasp the meaning of the
phenomena of love. Was
the grownup meaning of Valentine's Day one where a mysterious girl
with the apparent ability to produce an Old Testament flood supply of
tears, classifying herself as an ecological hazard to all of the world's
creatures both large and small, still finds a man who carries the true
secret of love? Yes, this may be the female who drowned the whole
world but lit up her man's heart "absolutely... when she smiled."

Have you ever reached that point in a relationship at which you
inevitably begin to wonder: "Where is this going?" You're trying
desperately to break out of the "friend" zone, or the "we're just
hooking up" zone, or the "we're dating, but is this serious?" zone.
Finding the courage to have those types of conversations is difficult,
to say the least, but there's no time like Valentine's Day to take
that next step. Yes, of course it's cliche, but isn't that better? The
grand gesture says: "I don't care if I look like a huge dork. This is
how I feel." Cheesy isn't all bad. In fact, the cheesier you are, the
funnier it will be when the two of you look back on it later.

I had a girlfriend on Valentine's Day I was in fifth
grade, and I didn't even really have a girlfriend. I was trying to win
back my girlfriend, who had broken up with me on a field trip to
the seashore (Apparently I didn't show enough affection. I didn't
cuddle with her while we were in jail during capture the flag, or
something. Story of my life.). After buying someTommy Hilfiger shirts
on clearance at T.J. Maxx, my mom let me get a teddy bear and
a questionable box of chocolates at the check-out counter. These
would be for Meghan Eanis (a name that begged my fellow classmatesto call her "Meghan Anus" or "Meghan Penis"). On Valentine's
Day 2000, I slipped the bear and chocolates into her cubby hole,
hoping this would woo her back to sit in the sandbox with me at
recess. After lunch, I found my gifts in our home room trashcan.

In the song's music video, the scene progressively intensifies with
crescendo-ing vocals, while the water level rises. Maturation taught
me that this wasn't love. This woman just had freakishly well stocked
tear ducts and a winning grin. Yet, the figure of this dejected women
with an insatiable need to weep fits the bill of a lot of angry women
on Valentine's Day. From the bizarre to the bitter, here's a few ways
to bring your single self some solace on the big day.

1. Treat yourself to a gift that... doesn't come from you. I remember
one particular Valentine's Day when I was out at a restaurant and
our waitress came over. Somewhere between introducing herself and
taking our drink order, she blurted out, "I had my cat buy me a present today." Do what you have to do. Get your turtle Speedy to shell
out some dough.

2. Curl up with an entire catalogue of Meg Ryan movies. You've Cot
Mail, Sleepless in Seattle, When Harry Met Sally, Kate ft Leopold
Shall I continue? Before Ryan sank with her chop-tastic blond bob into
the abyss of irrelevance, she churned out some classics that I will
forever turn to in times of desperateneed. Who can be immune to the
unlikely love between the behemoth bookstore owner (Tom Hanks) and
the owner of the petite, family-owned joint (Ryan), coinciding with
the nascence of instant messenger? Where else can you find lines like
Hanks', "I must warn you that when you finally have the pleasure of
saying the thing you mean to say at the moment you mean to say it,
remorse inevitably follows."

...

Zak Jason
Assoc. Arts & Review Editor

Show her you're thoughtful
to know that you've been paying attention. Agreat way of
demonstrating this is burning her a CD. Put songs on it that remind
you of her, songs you've sung loudly at a party together, songs you've
danced to. If you're feeling a bit bolder, you could have the WZBC
play a song dedicated to her while she is listening. Include a message, but keep it light: "This song goes out to Sarah from John, who
wants her to know that he's thinking of her." Obviously, the best
choice for this scenario is "Love Story" by Taylor Swift. Or Chicago's
"You're the Inspiration." Or "Wind Beneath My Wings."

Girls like

These tricks may not fix your lonely situation, but they'll be a decent
band-aid for the day while all the couples of the world simper and
preen about with their dark chocolates. The Valentine's Day love
may not exist for you, but it doesn't exist for most people. So don't
wallow. No one wants to be that person who drowns the whole world
with tears. Let's be honest that person is probably a pretty weak
-

party guest.

Ten years later, this Valentine's Day should prove to be light years

more enjoyable. But the baggage remains, and The Scene sympathizes with the brokenhearted, the cheated, the enraged, and the
snubbed. If your ex has wronged you in anyway, here are a few tips
on making sure he or she feels your wrath on the holiday of love.

1. Mudslinging: Purchase a leather-bound photo album and fill it with
unfortunate photos of your former lover vomiting on the bus driver,
cross-dressing, sucking face with middle-aged men or cougars. Write
a cover letter reading, "The least I could do for such wonderful people is share my memories with you. Without you, none of this would
be possible," and mail it to your ex's parents and / or grandparents.
-

Show her you're clever
A great way to win someone over is by coming up with a silly little
gesture that shows you have a sense of humor. Get her roommates
involved so that you can get into her room when she's not there,
and then leave something for her to find later. Put dirt in a flower
pot and leave it on her desk with a note saying: "I think this could
grow into something." Put out cupcake ingredients with a note
reading: "I was going to make you cupcakes, but I'd rather we did
it together."
Show her you're bold
the days when everyone used to watch Laguna Beach.
Without a doubt, the best Laguna episodes were the ones surrounding prom, when all of the boys would construct elaborate plans with
which to ask the girls out. What's great about these is that whether
they mortify or delight the person you are trying to reach out to
they are impossible to ignore and almost impossible to reject. Use
sidewalk chalk to draw a huge message on the pavement outside
of her dorm building, or write it with spray paint in the snow. Pull
a Love Actually write what you feel in a series of posters, knock
on her door, and show them to her one by one as the perfect song
plays. Stand on the sidewalk outside of her building and play her
favorite song on a giant boom box, like John Cusack in Say Anything.
Commission an a cappella group to come to her door and sing for
her. Hang up a banner in the dust bowl.

I remember

-

3. Slow dance in a burning room with John Mayer. No one is more
familiar with the constant ebb and flow of relationships than John
Mayer. He's dreamt with a broken heart, felt the weight of gravity, and been with girls who have an entire wonderland for a body.
Therefore, he's a pretty reliable companion in many respects. Put
yourself in his atmosphere for the day, and follow the length of the
B-Line to Government Center (this is bound to take you at least an
hour) and take in the sights.

The last time

-

Show her you're serious
In the end, you might not be a grand gesture kind of guy. You might
not want to be showy or cheesy and you might not want to beat
around the bush. Sometimes you can be grand by being simple and
direct, and that's just as effective. Knock on her door and give her
a single red rose. Tell her she's beautiful. Walk up to her and gasp
ask her out on a real date. Tell her what's on your mind.
-

-

!
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2. .Deception: Rent a screening room at the Coolidge Corner theater
and invite your ex, claiming you would like to try to be friends
and would like to start by seeing The Tooth Fairy. Contact every
person your ex has known to have any form of relations or affinity toward. Have them all attend, and screen the uncut version
of Showgirls (if your ex is a girl) or Kill Bill (if your ex is a boy).
3. Tap into your inner Ed Gein: If you still hold any of your ex's possessions, pawn them. With the money, buy an unassuming inanimate
creature - a Cabbage Patch Kid, a Build-a-Bear, an American Girl
doll. Sever the head (garden shears should work) and remove the
feathers and fluff of the core. Fill the core with a blend of fermenting
egg yolks, sauerkraut, and baby food, or any noxious contents ofyour
choosing. Find a dead rat and seal the core by stuffing the rat in so its
head replaces the original head. Present this to your ex. Warning: this
is only for an ex who has inflicted irreparable damage. Such a feat
will thwart any change of heart to get back with this person. Also, in
certain states, you may have to prepare yourself for some jail time.

I

I
I

Had acted on any of these schemes to avenge Miss Eanis, doubt
(1) they would prove any more effective than the teddy bear and
chocolates and (2) that would be writing this column now. would
be more likely to serve as a character in Shutter Island. So maybe
these plots prove too perilous. Then again, some people are asking
for it, and there's no time like Valentine's Day to stick it to your ex.

I

Note: The Scene is not responsible for any broken ribs, egos, or
dignities this weekend.

RACHEL GREGORIO

/
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Chronicles of Campus Fashion
By

Jordan Mendoza

For The Heights

Jordan Mendoza is a Heights contributor. He can be
reached for comment at arts@bcheights.com.

The

On Will: Will is easily the nicest person I've ever
photographed. He wears pants and a shirt from my reliable
favorites Topman and Uniqlo, Air Jordan 11"Space Jams"
imported from Japan, and a captivating bomber jacket
from 23:23. While this may seem like a lot of labels, and
therefore a blaring contradiction to this article, note that
pulling off this much designerwear requires quite a bitof
chutzpa. What's more, the chunky Jersey-shaped necklace
shows he's not afraid to show his roots. Later he explained
thathis mom sent him the jacket. How sweet of her.

Armageddon Burger

For The Heights

Appleseed. Remember him? Who knew that his
legacy would one day include inspiring recipes

It is your last meal on earth. In these hours
of armageddon, what will you eat?
I contemplated this for a while, and after
toying with the concept of combining filet mignon, foie gras, and caviar into one expensive
last stand, I instead determined that for a final
meal, it would be more appropriate to salute
America, the country whose fruitful bounty
has sustained my past 20 years of existence.
In keeping with the American spirit, this dish
must be excessive. It should also include breakfast, lunch, and dinner, for the opportunity to
experience all three, one last time.
Those who are faint of heart or morally
opposed to carnivorous feeding frenzies, you
may want to cover your eyes.
It is irrelevant where the burger was invented and who served it first. What matters is
that a burger is synonymous with theAmerican
food identity. But instead of the usual beef
patties, it was only natural to include turkey and apples, as food items entrenched in
American folklore with the pilgrims and Johnny

for heart attacks?
Instead of buns, let's be daring and replace
them with French toast, smothered in eggs
and bacon grease. Did I forget to mention that
there is bacon? Yes, before anything, it should
be sizzling on that stove with the noble purpose of seasoning the pan with its grease for
the egg-soaked bread and applesauce-infused
turkey patties that are waiting to leap into that
bath of piggy essence.
When the bacon, French toast, and turkey
patties are cooked, assemble them in the way
that is most logical to you, adding the condiments and cheese, of the American variety of
course. Sprinkle the confectioner's sugar over
the French toast buns and liberally douse it in
maple syrup "like the Niagara" would be a
suitable simile in this context. It would be wise
to eat this monster of a burger with utensils,
but then again, caution is for survivors.
After that, maybe down a few antacid tablets to ensure that the acid heart reflux will
not interfere with the final pleasure of such
decadence. Just in case.

By Jenny Liu

On Lauren: Ok, I'm cheating a little here. Lauren's in
Italy, and this was taken in November. Regardless, she
once told me, "Ya know, Jordan, not everything's about
how it looks." While this comment initially made me
want to scream, "You walking contradiction!" I think
I get it now. Lauren's beauty has more to do with her
confidence, her composure,and her grace than with
her clothing. Ladies, this bella ragaza remains the
glowing, golden standard. Ciao bella come back to
us soon.
-

On John: It takes a lot of something to wear a neonorange hoodie under a brown, corduroy, doublebreasted pea coat and not scream, "Look at me." Yet,
John wears his with a supreme non-chalance, as though
to ask, "Whatof it?" When I approached him about
taking his photo, he enjoyed one of the most genuine
and frightening laughs I've ever heard. Clearly, he
doesn't regard himself as a fashionista, but that's what
makes it cool. No fashion, all style. Add a cigarette, and
you're good to go.

GrassrootsBCat

-

A worthwhile 'Experience' on campus
Conor

By

I understand that quite a bit of what I
write about in this column has to do with
trends in clothing, hence its title, "Chronicles of Campus Fashion." However, much
has yet to be said about how someone
wears a particular piece of clothing or
even how they compose themselves. Yes, I
draw here the very fine line between fashion and style, two terms people tend to
use interchangeably and therefore, incorrectly. Let's put it simply. Whereas fashion
indicates what a person wears (dictated
by designers and the media / marketing
gods), style indicates how a person wears
it. Style cannot be bought nor taught;
style pervades time, and unlike something
intrinsically fad-based like fashion, it
never dies.
Look around and almost immediately
you can tell the difference. Some people
wear clothing, while others are worn by
it. Some define clothing, while others
let clothing define them. The following portraits highlight the former group
of individuals, who uphold a particular
confidence and style that moves beyond fashion and into grace. Study these
individuals, but understand, as Scott
Schumann of the "Sartorialist," recently
blogged, "'Grace' is not something that
you can learn from a book. Unfortunately,
it is something you just have to be or to
develop." Let this article serve as a gentle
reminder to some of you to take a step
back from the magazines, trend reports,
and labels to take a long look at yourself.

Smith

For The Heights
Tuesday night in Robsham Theater,
(Last
he
Key Honour Society Boston ColGolden

of

lege put on a free screening of The Human
Experience, the latestrelease from Grassroots
Films. The film follows a group of men from
a Christian community in Brooklyn, called
the st. Francis House, as they travel around
the world attempting to analyze the questions posed in the
The Human Experience film's opening seCharles Kinnane
quence
"Who
Grassroots Films
ami," "How did I
?

Ingredients
For French toast:
4 slices of bread
2 eggs
Splash of milk or cream
For Burgers:
1 lb ground turkey
breast
1/3 cup applesauce
1 tsp poultry seasoning
(or other spices)
2 tbsp real maple syrup
1/2 tsp cinnamon
1 11 tsp salt
1 1A tsp ground black
pepper
bacon, cheese

Condiments:
mayonnaise, dijon
mustard, maple syrup,
confectioner's sugar

get here," "What
am I supposed to
do," and, "Does it make any difference?"
These inquiries concerning the nature of the
human existence provide a backdrop for the
duration of the film, as the group moves from
living homeless in New York City to residing in
a Peruvian orphanage and then in one of the
last remaining leper colonies in Ghana.
The documentary also delves into the personal hardships faced by the film's main players. The two brothers whom the documentary
revolves around, Jeff and Cliff Azize, broke
off communication with theirfather 10 years
prior. Two friends of the Azize brothers from
the St. Francis House Matthew Sanchez and
Michael Campo have faced suffering of their
own, as well. Sanchez talks about growing up
in poverty, while Campo struggles to come
to terms with his mother's death from AIDS.
After facing such adversity in their lives, The
Human Experience captures each of the men
as they embark on a personal journey toward
recovery and forgiveness.
Both Matt and Cliff share the first experience, as they decide to see the world through
the eyes of the homeless in New York City.
During what ends up being the coldest weekof
the winter, the duo travel in constant search
of food and shelter. While their struggle to
find basic necessities is eye-opening, the most
gripping aspect of the episode is theirconversations with homeless men and women. One
of the first people they meet is an alcoholic,
who tells them that alcohol is the only thing
that keeps him alive. He offers them advice
during theirfirst few nights sleeping outside
in the cold, explaining that, "Sleeping by
the church is the safest place... if you go in a
-

Cooking Instructions:
Cook bacon in a pan. Once done, set aside and pour out all of
the bacon grease into another bowl for later use, except for
1 tablespoon.
For French toast:
Beat egg and milk together in a shallow pan. Soak bread
in the mixture. Place one slice of bread into the same
cooking pan you used for the bacon for two to three minutes per side on medium heat. Repeat with the other
slices, adding more bacon grease to the pan as needed.
For Turkey Burners:
1. In a medium bowl, mix together all ingredients for burgers. Shape into two patties. Add sufficient bacon oil to the
pan to prevent sticking.
2. Place burgers on hot oiled grill or pan for five to six minutes
per side or until done.
3. Serve patties between two French toasts with cheese, bacon, and dollops of Dijon and mayonnaise. Pour maple syrup
and confectioner's sugar over the French toast.

-

neighborhood, back into society, that's where
you'll be called in to the police." One homeless woman explains her frustration as she
witnesses families more willing to adopt the
multiple stray dogs on her street than hand
her money for food. Yet, this frustration did
not translate into anger for any of the homeless people Cliff and Matt encountered. Each
man and woman truly felt that they were
put into this world for a reason, managing
to maintain a positive outlook on life even
though they faced such adversity.
A few months later, the members of Grassroots Films met a group of surfers associated
with "Surf for a Cause," whose members travel to exotic locations where they divide their
time between surfing and doing philanthropic
work. The two organizations join together
to document a trip to an orphanage in Lima,

Peru. The group spent a great deal of time
with the children of the orphanage, bonding
with them as they played games before and
after their various procedures.
The group's final stop was at a leper colony
in the Volta region of Ghana, Africa. One of
the members of the tribe begged the filmmakers to get a single point across to the
viewers of the film, that they were happy in
their community, viewing life as a celebration
rather than a curse. They cherished their
small village, explaining that it is where they
are able to be themselves without regard
to what others think. The people of Ghana
shared the same positive outlook on life with
the children of Lima and the homeless of New
York City.
In the open mic session after the screening,
Jeff and Mike explained to the audience how
each respective group cherished the same
four values-faith, hope, love, and family. The
Human Experienceanalyzed these qualities in
depth, offering a universal view at the bonds
that tie us all together. While many documentaries struggle to find the balance between
their desire to convey information in a meaningful way with an interesting and engaging
storyline, The Human Experience manages to
doboth withoutever feeling forced. While at
the moment there is no word on whether the
documentary will be released to the public,
the guys at Grassroots will continue to offer
screenings of their film within the coming
months. The entire list of screenings can be
found at www.3rassrootsfHms.com.
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Yeasayer transfuses pop on Odd Blood
Will Watkins

on its sleeve, Yeasayer takes a definite risk. It could
very easily end up sounding like a corny nostalgia act,

Staff

Indie blog darling Yeasayer released its much anticipated (but previously leaked) sophomore album,
Odd Blood on Tuesday. Based out of the
Brooklyn
hipster scene that is shaping up to be the modern
indie-rock equivalent to glam rock on Hollywood's
Sunset Strip, the group's music is an amalgam of 1980s
styles and aesthetics. Part U2, part $oft Cell, part The
Cure, and with a small hint of Phil Collins, the group
makes techno-popanthems that somehow feel lacking
in gimmicks. Odd Blood is a strong sophomore effort,
which despite its small-labelstatus could appeal to a

broad range of listeners.
The intro to the album is "The Children," which
is more of a mood introduction than a song. The
mostly unmelodic vocals over the ominous drumbeat
will probably cause most
to skip this track without
a full listen. The song is
subpar, but like a movie
that opens with a fight
scene cutting back chronologically to show how
the situation came about,
"The Children" serves a
thematic purpose. Lead
single and second track
"Ambling Alp," is a poppy,
brisk song that makes use
of a well-crafted sample
before going into a gentle
but irresistible chorus. The
re-assuring and confident
attitude that Chris Keating
possesses in this song gives
it an uplifting appeal. The
music is innocent but still
Brooklyn, NY indiea little edgy it sounds like
rockers Yeasayer
it could fit a Breakfast Club

but the authenticity of the emotion put into both the
musical textures and vocals make the band's music
fresh.
Out of a rating
If "Ambling Alp" fits in The
Breakfast Club, then "I Rememof 10, this
ber" could be from a slow-dance . album
scores
scene in Sixteen Candles. Keating's falsetto voice floats above an airy synthesizer. He
gently sings about a distant love before heightening
the emotion level by declaring, "You're stuck in my
mind, all the time," with a real feeling of desperation. The themes and lines are simple, but Yeasayer
proves that anything can sound nice when in the
right package.
"0.N.E." is a highly danceable pop song that is all
style and fun. The echoing synthesizer chord progression over the funky drums
and bass line leads into a
two-part chorus that first
sounds like a sugary-love
song before transitioning
into a perfect foil of a
moody breakup song. Keating sings, "Hold me like
before, hold me like you
used to / No! You don't
l

u

move

me anymore."

The album seems to

IN

depart from the hipster bar and instead toward
the dance club on "Love Me Girl" for the first two
minutes, before going back to its home when the
first verse finallyj arrives.
Still, ..if played
faster, kthe
?
._
?
,,^
song would make great rave music.
?,
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Otherwise, it's

not the band's best.
Next, Yeasayer shows its versatility by
taking a trip back a few decades for the
m
psychedelic "Strange Reunion." Here
the music is at its strangest, and the
song shows the group's inventive side and knack for
exploration, although it's not the type of music the
group does. best.
"Mondegreen" is another slight misfire. A synthesizer bass line rolls over a fast-paced digital snare
drum, but does not provide the ideal backdrop for
Keating until the horns come in. Even then, the
song sounds like it belongs as a bonus track or a free
download. Far-better songs have been thrown away,
and this editorial choice holds Yeasayer a few notches
below excellence. Album closer "Grizelda" is more
like the song's opening half - easily accessible indie
pop that dodges cliche with its authenticity. The mood
here is brightened and provides a happy ending to the
album. Yeasayer may still have some kinks to work
out, and it probably needed to put a little more time
into Odd Blood in order to put out a more solid effort. Still, the group's mastery of synthesizer sounds,
programmed drums, vocal effects, and old-fashioned
songwriting makes this album worth checking out.

M

"Madder Red" strongly
stands out as a Yeasayer
highlight. It's atmospheric,
The Edge-influenced guitar intra and effect-laden
drums provide the perfect
backdrop for Keating's
brooding vocals that make
the album's mood darker. In
making music as dramatic
as this and also wearing its
'80s influences so proudly
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released Odd Blood,
their highly anticipated
follow-up to 2007s
All Hour Cymbals on
Tuesday. After touring
with the likes of Beck
and MGMT and honing
their sound at Bonaroo
and Austin City Limits,
the group has put out
an edgy but accesible
sophomore album.

Source.Billboard.com
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Hot Chip explores and grows up in One Life Stand
By Anthony

Cuneo

For The Heights

It is hard to believe it has already been 10 years
since the British electro-pop stars we now call Hot
Chip first formed a band. Five years later, it started
to gain mainstream appeal in
both the United Kingdom and Out of a rating
the United States with the of 10, this
release of its second major album scores
studio album, The Warning,
which won over listeners with an electronic sound
that was experimental, but at the same time catchy
and upbeat. Now, Hot Chip is back with its fourth
album, One Life Stand, and returning with it is the
same supporting cast of synthesizers, drum kits, and
obscure musical instruments that helped the band
ascend to the top of British pop. However, this time
(perhaps as expected) the resulting sound is vastly
different.
In the past, Hot Chip's versatile discography has
made the group difficult to classify into one specific
genre. Some attempts have included: indie-dance,
electro-punk, and as mentioned above, electro-pop.
The fact is, though, that Hot Chip's music crosses
over a lot of different boarders when it comes to
genre. If you were to listen to a song like "The Boy
from School," you might have the group pegged as
a moody, lyrical synth group something like Roxy
Music. However, if you were then to listen to "Ready
For the Floor," you would swear that it was a high
energy, almost disco-like pop group. This versatility
-

is also present in its newest release but in general,
the album has a more mature sound. If you preferred
its earlier, more whimsical dance music, then this
album may come as somewhat of a disappointment,
as it takes quieter, more reserved tones to match
their lyrical contents which focuses on the love and
long-term relationships that the title

M

implies.

It is important to remember that
the Hot Chip of 2010 is no longer the
same pack of energetic, young pop
rockers we remember seeing jumping around in videos like "Ready
for the Floor" and "Over and Over." To
put things into perspective, lead vocalist
and frontman Alexis Taylor recently got
married. While listening to tracks like
"One Life Stand" and "Hand me Down
your Love," one is reminded of the
same young, capricious sound of earlier
albums, but there is still an apparent
change. You can hear that they've grown
up. The same familiar drum kits and
synth grooves that were expertly swirled
together in earlier albums to form lighthearted, jocular dance numbers are in
One Life Stand used to create cooler,
more contemplative tracks.
It remains to be seen how this new,
more mature Hot Chip will be received,
but so far, the reception has been warm.
If you are a fan of its earlier work, then

m
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30 Rock's
Tina Fey

this album can easily constitute a compelling evolution of both the group's musical style and lyrical
content. If you are a newly interested Hot Chip
listener, possibly preparing for its upcoming gig at
Bonnaroo this summer, I would recommend one of
its two earlier albums, The Warning or Made in the
Dark, as an introduction. However, that is not to
imply that this album is in any way a setback to its
musical progression. Both as a standalone album
and as a continuation of themes explored in earlier
albums, One Life Stand delivers.

Eclectic British rockers
Hot Chip released a more
mature but slightly less
accessible album with
One Life Stand. The band
maintains its genrehoppingeclecticism
but tradesserious
introspection for carefree
dance songs.

BC Tube: You be the judge
All right, there's a proverbial elephant crowding the proverbial water cooler that
needs to be discussed. Ellen Degeneres has taken her judge's seat on American
Idol. I know, to treat it with such reverence and seriousness seems comical, but
it certainly makes quite a difference to the 30 million viewers at home. I could
espouse upon the startling joy of Idol performances for several columns, but in
this instance, I choose to focus on the recent changes to the judging table. To be
frank, I find the judges useless, save always honest, even if a bit old-fashioned,
Darren Ranck
Simon Cowell. Randy phones in his critique every week. It's usually some variance
of either, "Yo, dawg, you rocked the house!" or, "You know, dude, it wasn't your best. It was a little pitchy. But,
you know, it was ok." Kara DioGuardi, recently added to the panel last season, had a lot of potential. She came in
with excellent credentials as a songwriter and producer for mainstream acts like Christina Aguilera, but she then
became almost a self-parody. Her critiques consist of soft table hitting while saying things like, "You express such
artistry," with the slowness and intensity of an approaching freight train. Furthermore, her outspoken nature always
portrays her as some sort of victim. refuse to believe Simon Cowell is that much of a monster.
Then there was sweet, dear Paula Abdul. Paula was never necessarily a helpful judge, but her comedic appeal
is unmatched. Her comments were unintelligible, but that's how the public liked them. This was the woman who
told a contestant, "You dare to dance in the path of greatness." think that's a Fleetwood Mac lyric, right? Or when
she coyly told Kris Allen, after singing his stripped down version of "She Works Hard for the Money," "You've proven
tonight that not only can you shop in the men's section, but you can shop in the women's section." cannot for
the life of me translate that critique. Allen probably couldn't either. She brought a lightness to the show that was
half the reason to watch. Paula truly reflected the same nurturing capacity America held for the contestants.
With Paula out of the picture, though, Ellen stepped in. Despite her subpar judging, Paula was a seasoned
performer in the industry. She had a reason to judge young talent. The announcement of Ellen, a comedian and
daytime talk show host, as Abdul's replacement drew great skepticism, despite her immense popularity. After last
night, though, can safely say that the'balance in Idol is doing fine. In fact, Ellen's addition may prove to make
the show more successful than ever. She lacks the self-indulgence of the other three judges and expresses a refreshing seriousness with her duties, even adorably writing notes down on a pad. She's provided more constructive
commentary in one episode than Randy does in three seasons, but still glows with her typical warmth. What was
feel my optimism is
thought to be the beginning of the end for Idol may prove to be a rebirth. Congrats, Ellen.
best expressed through the words of Paula Abdul. "You've awakened the spirit in all of us tonight, like a moth to
the flame of musicality."

I
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with John Colella
. No surprise to fans, it's Valentine's Day and Liz Lemon (Tina Fey) is alone.
Not only that, but she also has a root canal to take care of. Lemon hasn't
had much success with love in past seasons. Her first interest, Dennis, was
a beeper salesman who was more immature than a 5-year-old, giving Liz
noogies left and right'. She then met Floyd when his Valentine flowers were
delivered to Liz instead of his actual girlfriend. Being a Cleveland native,
Floyd then decided to ditch NYC life and go back to his hometown. Liz then
had a run-in with a doctor neighbor (John Hamm), in which she read his mail
to get to know him, as well as a short stint with a distant cousin. Overall,
Liz hasn't had much luck at all, but this Valentine's Day (with the help of her
interaction with Bon Jovi) might bring Liz's unlucky streak to an end.

I

I

Darren Ranck is Managing Editor of The Heights. He welcomes comments at arts@bcheights.com.
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Military's claim legitimate

ON THE FLIP SIDE

Janine Hanrahan

THE ISSUE:

The alleged mastermind of the Sept. 11 attacks, Khalid Sheik Mohammed (KSM), is set
to begin trial soon, but there is a raging debate over where the trial should occur. Should it
occur in civilian courts in New York City, where the two attacks that did the most damage
occurred? Or should it be elswhere, like at a military tribunal?

New York must try terrorist
Matt Palazzolo

New York City to be tried by a
civilian, rather than military,
court.

Thursday, February 11, 2010

Heights

the Sept. 11 attacks, that we can
confront the villain responsible
without fearof retribution from
al Qaeda, and that we have absolute faith in our judiciary system and the NYPD. It says that
we will never forget what happened on that Tuesday morning
eight years ago. Even though it
is burdened by two foreign wars
and an economic recession,
America is still strong.
By abandoning New York
City as a viable location for the
trial, Obama has eliminated all
of these powerful messages to
the world and replaced them
with a show of caution and fear.
Al Qaeda will claim victory, saying that America is still traumatized by Sept. 11 and cannot win
its War on Terror. Obama's plan
to close Guantanamo Bay will
fail, and it will continue to operate as a symbol of torture and ill
treatment of enemy prisoners.
America's international reputation, which after the disastrous
Bush administration had finally
begun to recover, will suffer a
critical setback.
Sixty-four years ago
America took part in the
Nuremburg trials. In a setting
that had previously been a symbol of the enemy's victory, war
criminals were given a fair trial
and justice was served. Obama
should learn from this chapter
of American history and stage
Khalid Sheikh Mohammed's
trial in New York City.

On Sept. 11,19 terrorists
dressed as ordinary people hijacked four commercial jets and
used them as instruments of
jihad against the United States,
killing almost 3,000 civilians in
the process. It was an act of war,
but not the type of war anyone
is used to fighting. Who is the
enemy? Where is the enemy?
What do we do with the enemy
when we find them?
For the Bush administration, the answer was to put the
culprits in Guantanamo Bay
and hope no one would notice.
Of course, we all know how this
strategy worked out. President
Obama is taking a different
path, instead deciding to offer
Khalid Sheik Mohammed, the
confessed "mastermind" of the
Sept. 11 attacks, a criminal trial
in federal court. While Obama's
willingness to actually deal with
the detainees in a concrete way
is an improvement, his decision
is wrong.
First, there is the problem of
the trial itself. Upon announcing his decision to try Mohammed in federal court, Attorney
General Eric Holder assured the
media that the trial would not
only be "successful," but also
fair. It seems that a fair trial
does not begin with the verdict
as a foregone conclusion. When
pressed, Holder stated, "Failure is not an option." What is
the likelihood that a jury will
not find Mohammed guilty?
Miniscule. Yet it is not hard
to see Mohammed's attorney
attempting to turn the trial into
a referendum on U.S. interrogation tactics, claiming that
evidence provided by his client
after numerous water boarding
sessions is suspect. A skilled
attorney has plenty of resources
at his behest to turn the trial
into a sideshow. FWthermojre,
what if Mohammed is acquitted? The U.S. government is
obviously not going to release
him from its custody. Talk about
undermining the credibility of
the legal system.

and they are not a traditional
Then, there is the jury.
enemy.
Where in the United States are
The fact is there really is no
we going to And jurors whose
good way of dealing with this
lives were not in some way
situation, because the enemy
touched by Sept. 11, especially
in New York City? The answer
and the conflict are unlike
anything else. The situation
is, nowhere
Of course, now the trial is not possesses military elements,
even going to be conducted in but is it really a war that has
the city, in light
no winnable
of the realization
Then, there is the jury. end? There
criminal
that securing the
Where in the United are
elements
area would be a
States are we going to as well, but
tactical nightU.S. law
mare and Mayor
jurors whose lives clearly
enforcement
Bloomberg's anwere not in some way cannot do this
nouncement that
alone, because
security costs
touched by Sept. 11, the
NYPD
could top $200
million annually. especially in New York certainly
While moving the
City? The answer is, does not have
jurisdiction in
trial to a court
nowhere.
Pakistan.
outside ofthe city
would certainly lower the figure,
For these reasons, what we
any trial in a federal courthouse really need is a new court syscreates an enormous target for a tem that deals specifically with
would-be terrorist. The trial will terror detainees and takes into
not only draw victims' families,
account the twin concerns of
security and justice. Since that
but a media circus
a perfect
does not seem likely to happen
venue for causing chaos. Does
this mean we are "cowering" (to anytime soon, we must operate
use AG Holder's words) in the under the system we have.
Therefore, Mohammed's trial
face of an enemy? No, it means
we are not setting ourselves up belongs before a military tribufor disaster.
nal. Under military jurisdiction,
Mohammed has access to an
Beyond all this, the question that we really should be
attorney, but the evidentiary
threshold is low. Given the naasking is whether a man, intent
ture of Mohammed's confessions
on destroying this country
and the resources the military
through terrorism, is entitled
to all of the legal rights of the
uses to gather information, this
is a substantial consideration.
U.S. citizens he takes pride in
Yes, it seems improper to
murdering. Proponents of the
choose the location of a trial
trial argue that it will prove
the worthiness of our ideals,
based on where the most eviciting Supreme Court decisions
dence guilt will be heard, but
lawyers make these kinds of callike Boumediene v. Bush that
culations all the time. Again, if
grant detainees access to U.S.
courts. If the goodness of our
ideals were enough to fight this
battle, we would not even be
ideals were enough, though, a
hyacked plane would not have
having a trial in the first place.
been heading toward symbols of
Frankly, the decision to try
a government, "of the people, by
Mohammed within the United
the people, for the people," on
States may have been a princiSept. 11. Even President Obama, pled decision on Obama's part,
who campaigned against the
but so was closing Guantanamo
Military Commissions Act of the Bay.
Bush administration, has not
abandoned the system entirely.
Janine Hanrahan is a guest
No matter what one's ideologicolumnist for The Heights. She
cal leanings are, the threat that
welcomes comments at marketplace®
these individuals pose is real,
bcheights.com

find

Obama's decision was met
with a storm of criticism. Republicans contested that Moreduced centuries-old cities to hammed is an enemy combatant
and does not deserve the rights
ruins. On Oct. 18, 1945, though,
provided for American citizens
just five months after the German surrender, trials for Nazi by the Constitution. The trial
war criminals began. Where was site's proximity to Ground Zero
the trial held? Not in a remote was claimed to have a traumatic,
effectupon survivors of Sept.
army base to facilitate a military
11, and Mayor Michael Bloomtribunal. Not in a neutral city so
that it wouldn't traumatize survi- berg balked at the security and
financial costs
vors. In fact, the
of the trial.
trial was held
By insisting on a
Dianne Feinin Nuremburg,
civilian trial in New stein, DemoGermany, the
site of annual
cratic chairman
York City, Obama
of the Senate
Nazi Party ralAmerica's
Intelligence
lies. In the same
Committee,
city where SS
commitment to
even said that
soldiers had
impartial justice.
holding the trial
marched, and
Hitler had preached his poisonin New York City increased the
ous rhetoric to adoring crowds,
risk of another terrorist attack.
Nazi war criminals were brought In response to this fierce opposition, Obama backpedaled
to justice.
on his original promise and
The upcoming trial of
Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, the
abandoned plans for staging
Mohammed's trial in New York.
mastermind of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, closely parallels
Obama's decision to shift
that of the Nazi war criminals.
the trial from New York is a
Both defendants are accused of
wasted opportunity to showhorrific crimes far outside the
case America's commitment
scope of a traditional trial. Both
to freedom and courage in the
trials are highly publicized in
face of danger to the world.
the media because the crimes
Obama has eloquently stated
that, "We lose ourselves when
committed are still fresh in the
minds of victims and ordinary
we compromise the very ideals
that we fight to defend. And we
citizens alike. Finally, both
trials have a proposed location
honor those ideals by upholding them not when it's easy,
in close proximity to crimes
Matt Palazzolo is a staffcolumnist
committed.
but when it's hard." It would
for The Heights. He welcomes
There are also important difhave been easy for Obama to
comments at marketplace®
follow in the footsteps of the
bcheights.com
ferences between the two cases,
though. While the Nuremburg
Bush administration and give
Trials were handled masterMohammed a swift military
tribunal. However, the military's
fully and without controversy,
Mohammed's detention and
use of "alternative interrogation
techniques" during the Bush
upcoming trial have been woeera has permanently stained the
fully mishandled. Mohammed
spent years imprisoned in a
reputation of Guantanamo Bay.
Guantanamo Bay cell, where he
The military tribunal would
was denied legal representation
have been accused of bias by
and repeatedly tortured. In Feb.
human rights organizations and
2008, nearly five years after the
European nations. Mohammed
U.S. military in Pakistan first
would have died a martyr and
captured him, Mohammed was
new recruits would have flocked
formally charged with terrorism,
to al Qaeda. By insisting on a
attacking civilians, and 2,973
civilian trial in New York City,
individual counts of murder
Obama reaffirmed America's
one for every person killed
commitment to impartial
on Sept. 11. He was assigned
justice.
to a military tribunal, and the
The trial was originally set
trial began in June 2008 in a
to occur in New York, primarGuantanamo Bay courtroom.
ily for symbolic reasons. It
However, the election of Barack
would be easy to choose a more
Obama abruptly changed
neutral U.S. city, but by staging
Mohammed's trial. In November the trial in New York, America
?2009, under the supervision of
sends a powerful message to the
Attorney General Eric Holder,
world. It says that we have reMohammed was transferred to
covered from the devastation of The New York Federal Courthouse, where Attorney General Holder initially declared the trial would take place, may not be the site of Khalid Mohammed'strial.
Sixty-four yearsago, Europe
lay in ruins. Hitler's war of conquest had justkilled millions and

reaffirmed

-

-

Protestant minister Niebuhr influences Obama's worldview
groups of individuals use the
power they have to promote
their interests at the expense of
other groups.

Niebuhr, from 810
philosopher of choice. Indeed,
it seems that the experiences

this Protestant minister
make his beliefs an appropriate guide for President Obama.
Confronted with crisis at home
and instability abroad, Obama
likely finds an eloquent call to

of

conscience in the writings of
Neibuhr, which were shaped
by Neibuhr's encounter with

industrialization, World War 11,
and the Cold War.
Once a vocal advocate
of non-violence, Neibuhr
would become an opponent of
pacifism in the years of Hitler's
destructive reign. He would

later lend support to the policy
of "containment" adopted by
the United States to defuse the
influence of the Soviet Union.
Reinhold Neibuhr rejected the
view that an "evil-free world"
would come about through the
sheer force of Christian love.
Although human beings are
good by nature, he would argue.

This version of the concept
of "mob mentality" would lead
Neibuhr to the belief that the
use of force is sometimes inevitable in countering the brute
force of such groups. Thus, he
believed, the attainment of a
better world sometimes justifies
methods that correspond to the
imperfections of our current
condition. Perhaps, Neibuhr's
philosophy is summarized well
in his famous Serenity Prayer:
"God grant me the wisdom
to accept the things I cannot
change, the courage to change
the things I can, and the wisdom to know the difference."
The parallels between
Obama's thinking and that of
Neibuhr's can be most clearly
seen in his foreign policy; the
theory is laid out in his Nobel Prize acceptance speech.
Obama spoke of the continued
U.S. military intervention in the
Middle East, and of the nature
of war in general, arguing that
"inaction tears at our conscience and can lead to more
costly intervention later." The
president explained that he
looked at the world through a
realistic lens, and that he accepted, in some measure and in
certain circumstances, com-

munication with hostile regimes
as well as the use of arms. In a
similar vein, Obama admitted

that the external actions of his
country were not always "right,"
and that America should not
claim moral perfection.
On an idealist note, however,
he explained that the United
States will continue to uphold
the standards of democracy
and justice both at home and
abroad. In his speech, Obama
made mention of other issues
on his agenda, such as preventing global warming and working
toward economic equality.
Obama is a relatively young
politician. The breadth of his
education and his life experiences, however, give him the
ability to see beyond conventional polities, beyond the present domestic crisis, and past
the boundaries of his nation.
The obstacles he faced in his
journey to the White House, as
well as the doctrines of individ-

uals like Neibuhr, have helped
lend a vital dose of pragmatism
to Obama's actions. Yet, the
President's agenda is quite
extensive and ambitious. In order to bring his plans closer to
fruition in the coming year, and
in the years to follow, Obama
should keep in mind Reinhold
Neibuhr's remarks about the
divisive nature of groups and
their pursuitofself-interest.

The partisan sentiments
present in the United States,
as well as alliances and rivalries on the international scene,
will likely become intertwined
with Obama's efforts to check
terrorism, stop global warming
and nuclear proliferation, and
reform the healthcare system.
Certainly, Obama deserves
credit for building consensus
during his first year in office:
the non-partisan Cabinet nominations he has made at home
helped placate conservative
politicians in the United States,
while his emphasis on strengthening NATO and the United
Nations is a gesture of invitation for other countries to join
the United States in resolving
key global issues.
Yet Obama will have to remain wary of the hostile forces
which may foil his plans and
must preserve the tenacity of a
political leader with the vision
of a philosopher, knowing the
difference between the things
he can change and the ones he
cannot. If he succeeds in finding this balance, he will make
much-needed strides toward a
better United States and abetter world.

Otena Savytska is a staff columnist
Heights. She welcomes

for The

comments at marketplace@

bcheights.com.
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Patricia Harris

/hat will John Murtha's
sath mean for House
emocrats?

His candor will be missed.

Both the Democrats and
Republicans will equally
feel this loss.

fill the Tea Party activists
effect noticeable change in
November?

Unlikely, butthey have a
better chance if they dress
themselves as Indians.

If they do,

What should be done
about theAmericans in
Haiti accused of kidnap-

They should serve prison
time there to reflect on the
fact thattaking children
from their home jfwrong.

How will the United
States fare In the Winter

Very well, Shaun White is
going to tear up the snowboarding competition.

I

Patrick

Asst Marketplace Editor

Paul Sulzer

Gallagher

Asst Sports Editor

Assoc. News Editor
Murtha's passing changes
nothing: Democrats are still
faced with having to regain
the support of moderates.

The Democrats lost a
leader whose experience
will be difficult to replace.

The Tea ParW activists may
make.headlines, but big
business funds campaigns.

If they all remember to
write their talking points on
their hands, then yes.

They should be taught that
shotgjasses, not children,
are appreciate souvenirs.

Allow them to come back.
The Haitian government
has bigger fish to fry.

Kidnapping is kidnapping, \
regardless of the justifica-

The Colbert Nation skating
team should win something, otherwise all the
press they recieved would
be embrassing

The Flying Tomato will lead
us to victory! As long as
we're not depending on
Bode Miller.

As long as we beat the
Soviets... err ...Russians,
everyone will be happy.
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iPad lacks Flash player, is undone by its awkwardness
media available in the iTunes
store.

Building a product that is
in that awkward middle range
in size between laptop computer and PDA was really just
self-defeating. Sure, as a pure
media device, the iPad is great,
but it's a clumsy size and absurdly pricy for something with
zero computing power. I know
from my own experiences with
the iPhone keyboard that it's an
excellent virtual interface for
typing text messages and short
e-mails. However, let's just say
if I were told I had to type my
column on an iPad, I wouldn't
exactly be happy.
I'm not saying the iPad isn't
cool. In fact, it's an awesome
piece of technology. At $499,
shouldn't this device do more,
though? It's really only an
inanely oversized iPhone that

The newest addition to the Apple family, the iPad, has been recently released on the market to underwhelmedconsumers.
iPad, from 810
blowing them up to a size that
doesn't require a microscope
to actually see. Furthermore,
it seems that Jobs's marketing

strategy will put the iPad on a
collision course with Amazon's
Kindle as a dazzlingly smooth
electronic reading device.

At heart, though, the iPad
is just a toy. It doesn't make
phone calls, though you can
equip it with a 3G data package
from AT&T. It doesn't play
Adobe Flash videos, but it is
compatible with a new experimental video format. Do you
know of any videos online that
aren't Flash? Youtube, Google

video, and Hulu all run on
Flash. For a device intended for
media consumption, the lack of
video access seems to leave a
gaping hole.
And while it allows you to
read your mail and surf the
Web on its nine-inch touch
screen, that's just about all it
can do outside of projecting the

doesn't call people but does
let you read books (which you
will have to purchase from the
recently-released Apple ißooks
marketplace). The dreadfully
small number of available ebooks, and the almost nonexistent e-magazine collection,
make the iPad's online reading
capability fall short of the hype.
Having only met one person

who actually owns a Kindle
an eccentric law student,
-

nonetheless - it seems that the
market for electronic books is
minimal, especially when the
price is only slightly lower than
buying the real thing. My family
is not going to stop purchasing
hardcovers and paperbacks to
show off in our bookcase. Will
others decide that a switch
to e-books is more practical?
What about the cadres of men
and women who don't count
reading as one of their pastimes? Will students at Boston
College switch to electronic
reading if our course materials
are sold online? My gut tells
me

no.

My roommate and I agree
Apple dropped the ball on a
number offeatures that could

have drastically enhanced the
ability of the iPad to fill or create its own niche in the market
and appeal to a much larger
number of people. A camera,
for one, would have been an
excellent addition, especially
for use in conjunction with
the Skype App. Presentation
software like PowerPoint, along
with projector connectivity,
could give this machine mass
appeal in the business world.
Wall Street has the money, it
just needs a reason to spend
the cash on a fancy new toy
that businessman can bring to

work. In its current form, the
iPad delivers nothing to the
business consumer and, let's be
honest, these days they're the
only ones with the money to
buy this thing!
For the toy that it is, the
iPad has a lot of potential. I
certainly can't wait until I see
one on the BC campus. For
all the hype surrounding this
product though, I can't bring
myself to justify even thinking
about buying it because it does
not come close to satisfying my
demands for a computational
and media device. Then again,
I'm now a columnist for a major
newspaper, The Heights, so

perhaps having an awesome toy
would gradually chip away at
my critical and cynical columnist mindset. When it comes
down to it though, I must agree

with collegehumor.com, when
it spoofed the iPad commercial brilliantly: saucer, dinner
plate, frying pan, Frisbee
the
possibilities for the iPad are
seemingly endless. That is, if
you don't mind spending $500
for something you already have.
...

Alex Cohen is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments
at marketplace@bcheights.com.

China refuses to revalue currency despite intense U.S. pressure
By

Binh Nguyen

For The Heights

Last Thursday, Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman Ma
Zhaoxu said that China would
not submit to pressure from the
United States to revalue its currency. The issue over China's currency worsens American relations
with China, which are already
tense because of disputes on Internet censorship, cyber attacks
at Google, arms sales to Taiwan,
and the scheduled visit of the
Dalai Lama to Washington.
The world's fastest growing
economy is not a stranger to

trade protection charges. Last
year, China was hit by 116 cases
related to protectionism. Chinese

Vice Minister for Commerce
Zhong Shan said despite the
pressure, there is no prospect of
an all-out trade war between the
United States and China. "Trade
disputes between China and the
United States are increasing, but
I'm confident this trade friction
is not the dominant current of
their bilateral trade," Shan told
Reuters. "Nor will this trade
friction or disputes brew into
a trade war between China and
the U.S."
China was reacting to remarks
on trade made by President
Obama when he met with Democratic senators in Washington.
Obama did not explicitly accuse China of manipulating its
currency, but his references to
China's economic policies were
coarse.
In the New York Times, Obama
called on the United States "to
make sure our goods are not artificially inflated hi price and their
goods are not artificially deflated

in price; that puts us at a huge
competitive disadvantage."
The Chinese currency, the
renminbi, is undervalued by 25
to 40 percent in comparison to
the dollar and other currencies.
Since July 2005, China hesitantly
allowed the renminbi to float
against the dollar and other currencies following pressure from
the Bush admhiistration. The gap
has been widening. The renminbi
has remained at the same value
since July 2008. The current exchange rate is one dollar equals
6.93 renminbi.
The value of the renminbi
benefits the Chinese export industry. The export industry is
a large employer in the coastal
regions and creates jobs opportunities for migrant workers
from interior provinces in China.
However, the global financial crisis has halted the demand for exports considerably. The Chinese
government has been reevaluating its economic priorities and
stressing that domestic consumption should become more
significant in the economy.
In 2009, the Chinese economy
grew by 8.7 percent and surpassed the eight percent goal set
by the government. A stimulus
package worth $585 billion from
the Chinese government in November 2008 has helped China
through the global recession with
minimized damage.
President Obama's stance
against Beijing's currency policies may benefit him politically,
though, as he attempts to keep
his campaign promises afloat.
In his State of the Union Address, Obama acknowledged that
the unemployment rate is of a
double-digit percentage and that

A DanK clerk in Hefei, China, exchanges dollarsand RMB yuan notes. China is
he hoped to double American
exports within five years.
In a speech outlining Obama's
National Export Initiative, Commerce Secretary Gary Locke
unveiled a plan for reaching the
president's goals. Locke said the
administration would increase
export financing, provide more
government assistance to U.S.
exporters, and bring tougher en-

forcement to trade pacts. He was
confident the program would address the economic blind spot that
has placed America's global competitiveness at a disadvantage.
Clyde Prestowitz, president
of the Economic Strategy Institute in Washington, told the Los

CHINATOPIX

/

AP PHOTO

ignoringrequests for their currency to change with the international markets.

Angeles Times that the United
States needs "to get tough with
China, but not too tough." The
White House still needs China to
support theAmerican agenda on
crucial issues, such as Iran and

North Korea, not to mention that
the United States needs China to
buy U.S. bonds.
China is the United States'
largest foreign creditor with
hundreds of billions of Treasury
bonds, which are worth more
than $2.4 trillion in foreign exchange reserves. Chinese officials
also pressured the U.S. government to maintain the value of the
U.S. dollar. Chinese economists
have worried that the U.S. gov-

ernment may print more money
and issue more bonds to help the

budget deficit, which will diminish the value of the dollar.
Some economists have called
for tough actions from the United States to address the trade
deficit. "You can't do it without
cracking the Chinese market,
and you can't crack the Chinese
market without doingsomething
about China's currency manipulation and trade barriers," said
Peter Morici, a professor at the
University of Maryland-College
Park to the Christian Science
Monitor. "You can talk, but without some tough action, you're not
going to get much done."

Morici suggests the United
States should levy a tax on Chinese imports that would raise the
price of those imports to where
they would be under a correctly
valued renminbi.
He said this is unlikely to
happen, however, because of
inevitable protests from major
importers of Chinese goods.
In the end, it is critical that
the United States achieve a level
playing field against China. This
can only happen if international
pressure requires that China
respect the bilateral trade and
allows its currency to flow in the
free market without persistent
government interference.*
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On behalf of Boston College hockey, thank you
our students, our Superfans
for your exceptional support!
-
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Our team prevailed as Beanpot Champions.
We were thtdwst on the ice
and you were the best in the building!
See you on Saturday night at 5 p.m.
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Conservatives angered by
unpopular Labour party
tactics to delay elections
UK, from 810
tives this spring is the maimer in which Cameron and party leaders have flip-flopped on
several key issues, including tax policies and
recession aid to small businesses. Cameron's
constant criticism against Prime Minister
Brown has been that his poor handling of
the economic crisis for the last two years will
leave England ruined if Labour continues as
the majority.
Brown, however, is very confident regarddecisions in dealing with
the current recession, arguing that his party
is the one willing to take the steps necessary
to guide England through trying times while
Cameron and Conservatives go back and
forth on issues, rendering their inexperience
with governing visible to the public. On the
topic of Conservativeeconomic and recession
policy, Brown held his own against the prime
minister's questioning of Parliamentary actions, "It comes down to this: If we had taken
[Cameron's] advice, there would have been
no action, and unemployment would have
risen much faster," he said. "If we had taken
his advice, the 200,000 small businesses that
have benefitted would not have benefitted.
If we had taken his advice, we'd be back to
the '90s mortgage misery with repossession.
Every decision on recession and recovery,
that party got wrong."
Although a new Parliament must be
elected once every five years, an election
for a new Parliament can be called for at
any point within the five-year period at the
ing his economic

decision of the current prime minister. After
Labour stampeded into the majority in 1997,
then-Prime Minister Tony Blair called for
an election only four years later in 2001. He
repeated this move another four years later
in 2005. Labour's popularity was such that
Blair was confident in his party's chances at
retaining the majority after only four years
of governing.
During Brown's premiership, Conservatives have called repeatedly for an election
to be held before the mandatory five-year
period is through. The argument put forward
by Conservatives is that Prime Minister
Brown's Labour government has not received
a popular mandate from the people to govern.
Brown's government exists thanks to Labour's
victory in 2005, when Tony Blair still led the
party. Conservatives argue that it is undemocratic for Brown's government to maintain
power when the people never had the opportunity to vote for them. Before Parliament in
January, Cameron jabbed at Brown, "I wish
this Prime Minister would have the courage
to call this election, and then we could get
on with it." Brown and Labour have been so
unpopular that to have called for an election
at any point in the last two years would almost certainly have resulted in a resounding
Conservative win. Instead of rolling over to
Conservativeoutcries for an election, Labour
has delayed the vote until the last possible
moment, hoping polls will change in its favor.
With elections getting closer, it seems less
likely that the turnaround Labour has hoped
for will happen. \u25a0

UK prime ministerGordon Brown, hopes his Labour Party does not suffer in the upcoming May elections

Angry Greek protesters burn a European Union flag. Greece's public debt has reached a staggering 124 percent
of the country's GDR

Greece mired in debt with
no infrastructure to help
Greece, from 810
backs the hiring freeze for the state
bureaucracy and tax hikes. After leading a 48-hour "charm offensive" at
the World Economic Forum in Davos,
Switzerland on Feb. 2, Papaconstantinou hopes to have reassured bond
traders andbankers.
While not officially being discussed by the European Central Bank,
some countries have considered a
rescue package for Greece to prevent
the deficit from worsening. The Greek
finance minister announced in a letter
to the Financial Times on Tuesday,
"The Greek issue is a eurozoneissue."
Still, the European central bankers
and commissioners agree that the
Greek deficit is "a Greek problem
that only Greeks can solve." Given the
huge level of interdependence within
the EU community, a sovereign default in Greece could seriously affect
other nations in Europe. Spain and

Portugal are also facing increasing
levels ofindebtedness. Since there is
no precedent for a nation to default on
its loans in the EU, no system exists
to bailout states that have neglected
their debts. So far, the high deficit
has been behind a significant decline
in the value of the euro relative to the
dollar. On Wednesday, the European
Commission plans to issue a judgment
on the

situation.
Meanwhile, Asian countries have
generally managed their debt well.
Following the 1997Asian financial crisis, most Asian countries limited their
borrowing and spending. Compared
to the United States, where government debt is 85 percent of GDP, the
percentage of GDP that is government
debt in China is merely 20 percent.
With a budget surplus this year, China
has the pleasure of repaying some
external foreign debt.
Still, Japan has the highest percentage by far of any industrialized

nation* 219 percent. It suffered more
than most Asian countries from this
recession.
India faces a challenge in reducing
its debt as well. About 80 percent of
the GDP of India is debt, but 90 percent of that money is held by Indian
citizens. The rest is held mainly by
the IMF, which is unlikely to press
for repayment quickly. However, the
percentage of federal deficit as GDP
increased from 3.3 percent in 2008
to 8 percent this past year, so that it
is more expensive for firms and individuals to borrow money.
According to Kim Eng Tan, a sovereign debt analyst in Singapore, the
threat of Japan or India "defaulting
is nowhere close [to Greece], and
the reason is that, thanks to high
domestic savings rates, their debt
is almost all domestically financed."
Europe must be preparedfor the worst
in Greece if their deficit spins out of
control. \u25a0

China-U.S. relations may worsen if Obama meets with Dalai Lama
By

Yat Hang Yu

For The Heights

Managing Sino-American relations has long
been an integral part of any American presidency.
When China became the world's second largest
economy by purchasing power parity (PPP) in
2008, it became a financial force to be reckoned
with. Sino-American relations are best described
as complex and multi-faceted, as the two nations
are neither allies nor enemies.
Modern Sino-American relations date back
to 1844, when the Treaty of Wanghia was signed.
Among other issues, the treaty fixed trade tariffs,
granted U.S. nationals the right to build churches
and hospitals in specific Chinese cities, and stipulated that U.S. nationals cannot be tried in Chinese
courts. The relationship between the two was rocky
and unstable throughout the 19th century, and
things did not change during Kissinger's term as
secretary of state, as a result of the Korean War
and the Taiwan issue. When President Carter's
ambassador to Bering, Leonard Woodcock, vowed,
"Never again, shall we embarrass ourselves before
a foreign nation the way Henry Kissinger did with
the Chinese," in 1977. A new era in Sino-American
relations began.
Relations between the two countries have generally been positive s.ince 1977. China and the United
States have formed a mutually beneficial trade
relationship as well as an alliance in the war on
terrorism. However, despite the positive steps in
recent years, tension still remains over certain issues
like human rights, trade, Internet censorship, and
arms sales to Taiwan. Many politicians and experts
expect the relationship to plummet if President
Barack Obama meets with the Dalai Lama.
Ever since China took over Tibet in 1950, they
have considered the Dalai Lama a separatist and
tried to isolate the spiritual leader by asking foreign
leaders not to meet with him. The Dalai Lama fled
Tibet in 1959 after a failed uprising against Chinese
rule and has been living in Indiasince then. Obama
declined to see the Dalai Lama last year when he
visited theUnited States, saying he would meet him
at a later date.
When White House spokesman Bill Burton
confirmed to reporters that, "The president told
China's leaders during his trip last year that he
would meet with the Dalai Lama and he intends to
do so," the Sino-Americanrelationship worsened.
China has warned that ties with the United States
would be undermined if the meeting takes place.
Although no date has been set, it is speculated
that the meeting will take place sometime later
this month.
Zhu Rongji, executive deputy minister of the
Chinese Communist Party's United Front Work
Department, stated, "If the U.S. leader chooses
to meet with the Dalai Lama at this time, it will
certainly threaten trust and cooperation between

Tenzin Gyatso, the 14th Dalai Lama, greetsforeign officials. China has strenuously deniedTibet's sovereignty, claiming that the their government alone speaks for the people of Tibet
China and the United States." Additionally, Rongji
said the gathering would "seriously undermine the
political foundation of Sino-American relations."
The Tibetans continued to voice their hopes for
greater autonomy for the Himalayan region through
the efforts of the Dalai Lama. But Rongji remarked
that there was no possibility of the "slightest compromise" on the issue of sovereignty in Tibet.
During talks in 2008, China rejected a proposal
presented by the Dalai Lama's envoys for a way for
Tibetans to achieve more autonomy under the Chinese constitution
a key demand of the minority
community. The Dalai Lama has maintained that
he wants some form of autonomy thatwould allow
Tibetans to freely practice their culture, language,
-

and religion under China's rule, but not independence. During this latestround oftalks, the envoys
made no revisions or concessions to the proposal,
particularly on the position that the Tibetan government-in-exile represented the interests of the
Tibetan community, Rongji said.
Furthermore, he said the Chinese government
was the only legitimate representative of the Tibetan people, not the envoys sent by the Dalai Lama.
He said Bering was open to future talks, but only
to discuss the return of the Dalai Lama.
In light of Burton's comment, Chinese officials
continue to urge President Obama to call off the
meeting as to avoid any unnecessary damage to
Sino-American relations prior to President Hu

Jintao's possible visit to Washington in April. However, Rongji did not give any details on what China
would doif Obama meets the Dalai Lama. He only
said, "We will take corresponding measures to make
the relevant countries realize their mistakes."
Damian Grammaticas, a BBC analyst, commented on the Shockwaves thatintensifiedrelations
between the two countries could cause. "China's
threat to withdraw co-operation on key international and regional issues is the most serious
one," he said. "Here China can make life difficult
for Washington. It can complicate U.S. attempts
to deal with nuclear programs in Iran and North
Korea. It can refuse to help in currency and trade
issues." \u25a0
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Political Belief

Obama

Labour faces uphill battle against Tories

reveals his
inspiration

Olena Savytska
President Barack Obama enters his
second year in office with a record of
big ambitions, difficult choices, and
decisive action. The wish to promote
peace and contain nuclear armament
abroad must be reconciled with the
dispatch of 30,000 additional troops to
Afghanistan. The desire to alleviate the
hardships of an America hit by recession comes hand in hand with a growing
fiscal deficit, which will impact taxpayers in the future.
Some regard Obama as a "largerthan-life" president, whose plans for
healthcare reform and disarmament
talks with Russia, among other nations,
are not appropriate for today's uncertain times. Others take issue with his
acceptance of compromises, exemplified by the plan which he recently
adopted for the war in Afghanistan. Yet,
a chorus of voices, both at home and
abroad, praises Obama for his unwavering dedication to the ideals of equality, opportunity, peace, and justice.
As Obama himself has said on several
occasions, however, we do not find
ourselves in a perfect world, and his efforts America's efforts to make that
world better often require compromise.
What is the philosophy behind
Obama's policies? In an interview with
the New York Times, Obama identified
Reinhold Neibuhr as his philosopher
-

-

See Niebuhr, B6

The Conservative Party leader in Britain, David Cameron, speaks at a press conference in front of a portrait of Winston Churchill. The Conversative Party is looking to win a majority in Parliament.
By

John Glynn
For The Heights

party. Depite its initial popularity, however, economic downturns, involvement

political scandals,
and general discontentwith Labour have
caused the English to have a significant
change of heart over the last year and a
half. According to polls, Conservatives
are enjoying their largest lead in popular opinion since 2008. Gordon Brown,
current prime minister and leader of
the Labour Party, has had his work cut
out for him in dealing with the current
economic situation. Unpopular decisions
to nationalize banks in the fall of 2008,
as well as choices to pump government
money into the economy through "stimulus"-like programs have made England's
already record-setting budget deficits
in foreign conflicts,

The date is nearing for Parliamentary
elections in the United Kingdom. Polls
have been showing a decisive trend toward favoring the ConservativeParty. By
law, a new Parliament must be elected no
later than five years after the most recent
general election. As May of 2005 was the
last election in the United Kingdom, this
upcoming May is fast approaching as the
current Parliament's deadline.
In 2005, the Labour Party was dominant, fresh off a decade ofpopular leadership by Tony Blair and successful governing that had left English people quite
satisfied with Labour as the majority

even larger. Conservatives have responded with sharp rhetoric, appearing very
critical of the growing deficit.
Conservatives are viewed by many as
a breath offresh air. Their party's leader,
David Cameron, had only been a member
of Parliament for four years when he was
elected party leader in 2005. Since then,
he has been railing against Labour for all

of the nation's ills. In debates, Cameron
has done very well frustrating prime minister Brown with quips that showcase the
Conservativeleader's agility and Brown's
fumbling tendencies in open speech. The
prime blister's head is full of facts, but
he has trouble conveying his arguments
in a convincing fashion. So much of the
winning effort in elections is determined

Growing deficit in Greece stirs massive unrest
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the first Conservative government in
a decade. Indeed, Cameron and other
Conservative leaders have not served in
government leadership positions before,
as their party has been in the minority
"opposition" position in Parliament,
since 1997. Further cause for some voters
to rethink casting a vote for Conserva-

See UK, B9
&
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iPad is
cool but
impractical

Keith Van Kuller
Heights Staff

Alex Cohen
Last week, Steve Jobs unveiled

Apple's newest toy for mass consump-

this "austerity" plan of the European
Commission, and youth riots could
disrupt the cities. Nevertheless, Prime
Minister George Papaconstantinou

tion. Wearing his trademark uniformblue jeans, white sneakers, and a longsleeved black t-shirt- Jobs delivered
the announcement from the comfort of
a relaxing leather chair that, if seen in
a store, might evoke a strange desire to
sit down and read a book. That is just
what Jobs had in mind.
If you haven't heard about the iPad
yet, I suggest you come out of your
primitive cave. Accompanied by all the
requisite hype of a shiny new Apple
product, the iPad delivers on stunning
presentation. Over nine times the size
of the iPhone, it is able to harness the
same abilities of its smaller cousin,
including the extensive iPhone applications. This makes it an excellent
device for the hundreds of thousands
of games and media applications
available in the iPhone App Store,

See Greece, B9

See iPad, B7

Numerous protestors in Athens effected by the economic crisis brandish a banner, translatedfrom Greek to mean, "We are struggling to live."
mulated borrowing by the government,
while the federal budget deficit is the
amount borrowed each year. At the end
of 2009, the new Socialist government
announced that the deficit would reach
12.9 percent of the GDP in 2009 and
the debt would rise to 124.9 percent of
the GDP. Unfortunately for Greece, this
deficit percentage is more than four
times the limit that EU members are
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\u25a0 War

\u25a0 Chinese and U.S. import

hero, veteran, and U.S. Congressman John Murtha, 77, passed
away from complications as a result
of gallbladder surgery.
\u25a0 Former congressman Charlie
Wilson, known for supplying arms
to Afghanis to fight off the Soviets
during the Cold War, passed away
on Wednesdasy. He was 76.

at the helm during the worst economic
crisis experienced in a generation.
Questions remain as to whether
Cameron and his camp are ready to lead

Health

By

The rising deficit levels in Greece may
have alarming consequences not just for
the country, but for the European Union
and the world as well. At the moment,
the European Central Bank is accepting Greek bonds as collateral for loans
to fund the budget. Eight billion euros
worth ofbonds were sold by the government on Monday to bolster its ailing
finances. Yet there are no signs that this
money has solved the internal problems
in Greece that have led the country to the
brink of financial disaster. If excessive
government spending continues under
the Socialist Party even after the European Central Bank's loans, a sovereign
default may be possible.
President of the European Central
Bank, Jean-Claude Trichet, directs the
monetary policy of 16 nations in the EU.
He is optimistic that Greece will meet
new stringent goals toward reducing
its
debt.By 2012, the EU hopes that Greece
will have made the government deficit
constitute only three percent of the
gross domestic product. At a Group of
Seven meeting in Canada on Saturday,
Mr. TVichet asserted, "We expect and
we are confident that the Greek government will take all the decisions that
will permit it to reach that goal." Some
economists have recommended asking
the International Monetary Fund for
aid, but that organization typically helps
less developed countries far outside of
the EU's range. Pakistan and Sri Lanka,
for example, have similarly depended
on foreign loans, but after the recession
depleted these sources the IMFprovided
both countries with loans.
The national debt is the net accu-

by the simplicity of a party's message.
Getting across to the English people a
message that is pro-Labour has been difficult, considering that Labour has been

and export
figures increased modestly in the past
month. Experts are remaining cautiously
optimistic of global economic recovery.
\u25a0After Toyota released a massive recall
on vehices due to a defective accelerator,
Honda announced the recall of 437,000
automobiles because of faulty airbags.

permitted to have.
Greece has proposed a number of
changes to the European Commission
that visited the country on Feb. 3. The
government plans to impose a freeze on
public sector jobs, combat tax evasion,
and introduce a new tax system. About
40 percent of jobs are in the public
sector in Greece, so this could reduce
costs enormously. In addition, this sys-

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
\u25a0 Google unveiled a plan to offer Internet at 100 times the speed of regular
broadband connection by building a
fiber-optic network around the country.
\u25a0 Rajendra Pachauri, leader of the
U.N.'s panel on climate change, is under
fire because ofpoor research and financial conflict of interest from his panel.
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tem could include higher taxes for real
estate transactions. Some members of
the Socialist government oppose these
policies. Strikes are planned to disrupt
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Accumulation of snow,

in inches,
in the Washington, D.C. area
throughout the ongoing blizzard.
Dulles Airport closed for 24 hours,
and regular business that would
otherwise be in full force has been
brought to a standstill.
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"We are not supposed to be
still seeing the shacks in the
numbers we see in South Africa and yet we are free so
that means for me that something has gone wrong.
-

Hilda Ndude, protestor
On the state of South Africa
-

On theflip side
This week On the Flip Side will explore both sides of the issue of the
trial ofKhalid Sheik Mohammed
B6

Obama plans to meet the Dalia Lama
Chinarefuses to ach'ust currency.
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